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PATTERNS 2022

Forward

The Fourteenth International Conferences on Pervasive Patterns and Applications (PATTERNS 2022),
held on April 24 - 28, 2022, continued a series of events targeting the application of advanced patterns,
at-large. In addition to support for patterns and pattern processing, special categories of patterns
covering ubiquity, software, security, communications, discovery and decision were considered. It is
believed that patterns play an important role on cognition, automation, and service computation and
orchestration areas. Antipatterns come as a normal output as needed lessons learned.

The conference had the following tracks:

 Patterns basics

 Patterns at work

 Discovery and decision patterns

 Medical and facial image patterns

 Tracking human patterns

Similar to the previous edition, this event attracted excellent contributions and active participation from
all over the world. We were very pleased to receive top quality contributions.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the PATTERNS 2022 technical
program committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of a high quality conference
program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors
that dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to PATTERNS 2022. We truly believe that,
thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.

Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals, organizations and
sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the PATTERNS 2022 organizing committee for their
help in handling the logistics and for their work that made this professional meeting a success.

We hope PATTERNS 2022 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results
between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the area of pervasive patterns and
applications. We also hope that Barcelona provided a pleasant environment during the conference and
everyone saved some time to enjoy the historic charm of the city
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Abstract—The use of translation software has decisive advan-
tages for companies. For example, they facilitate communication
and the editing and creation of multilingual documents. In
contrast to the services of a translation agency, the results are
immediately available and can be adapted flexibly. Nevertheless,
concerns exist, especially regarding translation quality in case
of specialized vocabulary, industry-specific phrases, and data
security. Developing and deploying self-hosted business-specific
translation models can address both problems by increasing
speed and providing company-specific translations. However, this
often leads to a situation where companies assume that they
cannot contribute the necessary training data. In fact, many
companies are sitting on a veritable treasure of data that needs to
be lifted. This paper intends to show how we support enterprises
with processes and software tools to create datasets for their
translation solutions. For this purpose, we apply data acquisition
techniques and data preparation methods, sentence alignment,
and human-in-the-loop tools.

Index Terms—machine learning, machine translation

I. INTRODUCTION

Translation software is one of the tools needed daily in
many companies, as it facilitates international cooperation im-
mensely and simplifies working with multilingual documents
and websites [1]. Compared to translation agencies, software
has the advantage that companies can use them quickly,
flexibly, and cost-effectively. However, many companies still
have concerns about the quality of the translations, which
is of crucial importance in corporate use since the technical
vocabulary of a domain can differ considerably from that of
the standard language [1]. In addition, data security concerns
cause companies to be skeptical of cloud translation providers
and drive the development of self-hosted translation models.

The possibility of training and operating own translation
models is not a new concept. These machine translation
solutions have been widely available for quite some time
(e.g., [2]). The achievements of the last years, especially in
the field of deep learning-based approaches, have brought
the whole area of translation approaches a significant step
forward [3]. In general, these machine translation systems
generate translations by using statistical models that have
been parameterized by analyzing documents available in the
source and target languages. As a result, they can develop a
basic sense of language and learn the specifics of domain-
specific vocabulary. Especially low resource languages benefit
from achievements such as transfer learning. However, today

we face the situation that extensive resources for common
languages exist, and the languages most requested can be
served with existing models [1]. What remains is that these
resources and models often do not reflect the peculiarities of
enterprise- and domain-specific languages. However, this can
be accomplished using the company’s data.

While implementing in-house translation solutions, it often
occurs that companies assume that they do not have their own
data corpus that can be used to train the translation solutions
at the very beginning. Often, companies are not aware that
a parallel corpus does not necessarily have to be the starting
point, but that web pages, instructions for products, advertising
material, etc. can also be used to create parallel corpora – as
long as they are multilingual, at least in parts. In this short
paper, we report on our approach and developed software tool
that makes it possible to generate necessary datasets in close
cooperation with the companies.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II presents
related work. Based on this, our approach is presented (Section
III) and then discussed in Section IV. Finally, we conclude our
work (Section V).

II. RELATED WORK

For recent machine translation algorithms, underlying par-
allel corpora are essential, and the challenge of creating high-
quality datasets is already well known. Thus, the questions
of where such data comes from, who owns them, what their
characteristics are and who is allowed to use them are not new
either [4]. In the following, we describe existing work focusing
on the mining of heterogeneous data sources to create parallel
corpora for translation purposes.

Documents from parliaments or other public offices and
institutions are a popular source for parallel corpora (esp.
transcripts). Examples of this are Europarl, a corpus composed
from texts from the proceedings of the European Parliament
[5], and The United Nations Parallel Corpus, a corpus com-
posed from United Nations documents [6]. These sources are
very helpful because the documents are of very high quality,
and the authors have a legitimate interest and often also the
obligation to provide the identical content in several languages
[6]. Furthermore, they are easy to process because they are
homogeneous in format and structure [7]. This processing
is different for unstructured or heterogeneous sources such

1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2022.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-953-9
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Fig. 1. Process overview for translation model development in close cooperation with the company

that more effort is required to prepare the data: An example
for that is the Web. Due to the immense growth of publicly
accessible multilingual websites, the Web has become an
important data source for parallel corpora. A distinction must
be made between approaches that consider the entire Web as
a corpus [8] and approaches that use isolated pages [9] or
related pages for defined subject areas [10]. Therefore, parallel
corpora based on the Web exist and are widely used [11].
However, due to legal reasons not everything available online
may also be used [5].

The general approach to developing parallel corpora on
heterogeneous datasets is constantly evolving. It can be refined
in detail depending on languages [7], sources [5], and data
quality [4], but for the most part includes the following steps
[5]: Obtain, Extract, Split, Prepare and Map/Alignment. A key
step in this process is alignment. Alignment can be done at
document, paragraph, and sentence levels. The final dataset
is usually a parallel corpus at sentence level so that the
sentence alignment is rarely omitted. However, alignment is
not a new approach in machine translation [12]. Still, the
underlying technologies have evolved immensely in recent
years [13], making mass semantic alignment across hundreds
of languages possible in a reasonable amount of time. Whether
sentences are considered parallel depends on the alignment
score. This score indicates the similarity of the source and
target sentences. Existing parallel corpora often differ in the
score from which sentences are considered parallel. The higher
the average alignment score, the higher the quality of the
training data. However, a high minimum score (e.g., 95%)
leads to a significant reduction in sentences.

Less research exists in the area of business- and domain-
specific parallel corpora. At the same time, commercial
providers are aware of this need: The “Microsoft Custom
Translator”, for example, can be fine-tuned on datasets while
using domain-specific base models (e.g., chemistry, art, agri-
culture). However, existing approaches can be well applied
to internal company documents and domain-specific sources.
A particular situation is that documents often have to be
collected and merged from various platforms, data lakes, cloud
services, and numerous providers and external suppliers in
many different and partly proprietary formats. Ownership of
the relevant documents may be subject to various departments,
leading to conflicts. We will take a closer look at this situation
in the following.

Fig. 2. Data acquisition process

III. APPROACH

Training an in-house translation solution requires data. The
motivation of this approach is to obtain sufficient multi-
lingual documents throughout the company, some of which
are only accessible in the various functional departments.
Here, a significant part is convincing people to participate,
“demystifying” the process, and transparently communicating
the individual steps of the necessary data acquisition and
preparation.

A. Convince and involve people

Usually, individual departments place the order for a trans-
lation solution, often through internationally active units such
as the “International Marketing” department. In these cases,
the contact persons rarely have a technical background and
often do not have permission to use the necessary data. To
start the whole process, we recommend to “de-mystify” the
process. This increases customer support and brings creativity
to the data acquisition step and trust in the process and the
results. It also makes it easier for contact persons within the
company to communicate the process and obtain support.

From a process perspective, our approach (see Figure 1) at
the top level is based on CRISP-DM [14]. This is a very well-
known approach for data mining projects, which is already
known in many companies. In the “Data Acquisition” step (see
Figure 2), data sources are identified that contain potentially
valuable data such as who owns this data, how it can be
used, and how access can be established are examined. Once
initial test data is available on the identified data source, it is

2Copyright (c) IARIA, 2022.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-953-9
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Fig. 3. Data preparation process

analyzed, and examples are used to discuss what the strengths
and weaknesses are. If the strengths prevail, the data sources
are included and considered in the data preparation step (see
Figure 3). It is essential in this step to communicate and give
examples of why data sources are suitable and why not. It is
also advisable to ask for alternative formats that are easier to
process in the case of proprieties or complex data formats. For
example, the underlying DOCX files are often still available
for PDF files.

Documents from accessed data sources are further processed
in the “Data Preparation” step. This is a primarily automated
step, which is discussed in Section III-B. In some cases, with
high-quality datasets, these are of outstanding quality, so they
can be adopted directly. In other cases, a “review” is necessary,
since, e.g., faulty pagination due to OCR reduces the quality.
These errors are quickly corrected but require manual rework-
ing (cf. Section III-B0d). In addition, the evaluation process
may also reveal that the resulting sentence pairs do not meet
the requirements. If adjusting the settings (e.g., Alignment
Score, Language Detection Confidence) cannot improve the
quality, the dataset must be discarded. Here, it is essential to
communicate the procedure and reasons to pay attention to
any deficiencies in other data sources.

B. Automate repetitive, time-consuming tasks

Finding, extracting, preparing, and matching appropriate
sentences across thousands of documents in numerous lan-
guages requires software assistance. In the following, we
explain our approach (see Figure 4), using the processing steps
from Koehn (2005) as mentioned in Section II.

a) Obtain & Extract: The origin of the data is diverse. In
our real-world example, the information is located in two Con-
tent Management Systems (CMS), two Translation Manage-
ment Systems (TMS), and a Product Database (PIM). There
are also more than 5,000 PDFs containing general promotional
material and stakeholder information. These PDFs can only
be obtained from the company’s website via web crawling
(We use the free command-line tool wget to retrieve files

Source Identification & Selection

Document Acquisition 
(HTML, PDF, DOCX, PPTX, TMX, TXT, RTF)

Document Parsing 
(HTML, PDF, DOCX, PPTX, TMX, TXT, RTF)

Preprocessing

Semantic Textual Similarity

Parallel Corpus

Sentence Splitting

Data Cleansing

Data Selection

Language Detection

Human-in-the-Loop

Sentence Embeddings

Cosine Similarity

Quality Check

Data Selection

Fig. 4. Own corpus construction process

via HTTP). The Document Acquisition step utilizes various
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), file operations,
and database queries (e.g., MySQL) to get as many documents
as possible. Often, this step is a company-specific adaptation
of our standard processes since the existing systems always
have peculiarities (VPN accesses, access restrictions, API
modifications, limitations). The raw data varies strongly in
format and structure. On the one hand, documents are available
as plain text, standardized XML (this includes DOCX, TMX),
or in Excel spreadsheets. On the other hand, documents can
also appear as PDF files and InDesign files, which have to be
converted to HTML in the Document Parsing step first.

b) Split & Prepare: The motivation behind the Prepro-
cessing step is to split texts into sentences (Sentence splitting is
done with sentence-splitter, v1.4) and detect the language (We
use langdetect, v1.0.9 for language detection). It also removes
sentences that contain incorrect characters, are incorrectly
encoded, or consist of less than three or more than 50 words.
Sentences in languages that are not needed for the translation
system are also removed. As a result, sentences are stored in
individual files per language.

c) Map: This step ensures similarity on the one hand but
also checks how similar the sentences are in terms of distance
in characters and words. The alignment of semantically highly
similar sentences is done by using SentenceTransformers [15]
together with the LaBSE model. The LaBSE model supports
109 languages and works well for finding translation pairs
in multiple languages. As a result, semantically identical
sentences are expected here, which exist in two different
languages. Since errors in language detection can occur in a
few cases, character distance and cosine distance are used to
ensure that these are not identical sentences of one language
that differ only in a few words or characters (e.g., OCR errors).
If the semantic similarity is very high (90%+) and distance in
characters and words is given, a very good match is assumed,

3Copyright (c) IARIA, 2022.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-953-9
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and the sentence pair is taken over into the parallel corpus.
d) Dataset Evaluation & Human-in-the-Loop: In cases

where the data quality is supposedly not good enough, or
inadequacies are detected automatically, a review process takes
place. In this process, the sentence pairs are presented to a
user for correction and approval (We use the Prodigy tool
in this context). Users can edit both sentences and provide
a comment, which can be helpful for further editing of the
dataset. Once a sentence pair has been corrected, it is added to
the training set and considered when the translation models are
trained again. Furthermore, users of the translation software
can specify that translations should be transferred to the review
process if they are dissatisfied with the translation. In this way,
incorrect translations are also corrected and taken into account
in the next training of the models.

IV. DISCUSSION

We believe that many companies have enough data to train
translation solutions. One challenge is to access this data
within a company. As shown, we use appropriate processes
and technical tools for this purpose.

However, it is essential to understand and communicate
that, ideally, this is a continuous process within the company.
Language is subject to constant change, and domain-specific
language changes and expands. It is necessary to continually
train language models and also to constantly include new
multilingual documents in this retraining process. Here, care
must be taken to ensure that the rights to the documents remain
with the company. Often, the idea is to crawl competitor
websites or to use third-party product manuals as a data source.
For legal reasons, we advise against this approach. We also
check whether documents made available within the company
meet the legal requirements for use.

A crucial role in improving the quality of in-house trans-
lation models is to involve employees in this process via the
review process. We have had good experience enabling em-
ployees to report and correct “bad” translations. This improves
the language model for everyone in the company and creates
a sense of engagement and participation.

V. CONCLUSION

When it comes to self-hosted translation solutions tailored
to a company’s language, the question of suitable training data
quickly arises. In this paper, we have shown how we support
companies in finding relevant datasets and preparing them
so that they can be used for fine-tuning translation models.
When working with companies, it often becomes apparent
that valuable data is spread across various platforms, cloud
storage, and systems and that there is rarely an overview of
the data. Furthermore, the information is available in various
file formats, some of which must be converted into text.

Furthermore, there is often no understanding of how data
can contribute to a good translation system. For this reason,
we have developed processes for identifying and preparing the
relevant data in the company and using it to train the trans-
lation models. Furthermore, we have established evaluation

and data preparation loops in terms of a human-in-the-loop
approach that help to keep data quality high. We want to build
on this approach with our future activities by establishing the
data preparation and training process as a continuous process,
thus enabling companies to develop their translation models
continuously. In this context, we are already working with
major partners from research and industry.
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Abstract—This paper aims at discussing past limitations set
in sentiment analysis research regarding explicit and implicit
mentions of opinions. Previous studies have regularly neglected
this question in favor of methodical research on standard-
datasets. Furthermore, they were limited to linguistically less-
diverse domains, such as commercial product reviews. We face
this issue by annotating a German-language physician review
dataset that contains numerous implicit, long, and complex
statements that indicate aspect ratings, such as the physician’s
friendliness. We discuss the nature of implicit statements and
present various samples to illustrate the challenge described.

Index Terms—Sentiment analysis; Natural language process-
ing; Aspect phrase extraction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a prominent sub-
domain of data science that is concerned with automatic
processing of text data [1]. Natural language data is a chal-
lenge for machines because it is unstructured and contains
imprecision, ambiguity, and vagueness [2]. There are charac-
teristics that make standard language an efficient tool in human
communication, but at which machine language processing
regularly reaches its limits [2], [3]. A thriving topic in NLP
and data science is Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA).
ABSA “consists of two conceptual tasks, namely an aspect
extraction and an aspect sentiment classification” [4], [5].
The aim is to categorize data by aspect and identify the
sentiment polarity associated with each aspect. The subject
of this analysis can be ratings of any kind, such as product
ratings (e.g., cameras) or ratings of services (e.g., physician
reviews). A well-known example is the battery of electronic
products: While “The battery of this phone is quite good” is
an explicit statement, ‘‘The phone lasts all day” is the same
statement but implicitly formulated [6].

As an example for a service review, earlier work [7]
analyzes physician reviews and tries to apply a human-like
language comprehension. The subject of physician reviews
covers healthcare services that have been used by the author or
a third party. These evaluative texts are published by users that
describe their (dis-)satisfaction with a physician’s treatment
[8], [9]. A characteristic of these reviews is that they are often
shaped by the sensitive physician-patient relationship. Due
to this sensitive relationship, which should not be damaged
despite review, many authors of reviews may resort to implicit
statements in order to conceal the actual assessment somewhat.

Implicit statements have the advantage that one does not have
to commit oneself and can always deny in case of doubt. An
example for implicit phrases is the following:

Example 1.
(1) “With this doctor, you don’t just feel like a number.”
(1) “Bei diesem Arzt fühlt man sich nicht nur als Nummer.”

Example 1 shows that a patient was satisfied with the overall
performance. The aspects “time taken” and “friendliness”
are tangent to the positive statement. Both aspects are not
explicitly mentioned but can be deduced. For a human reader,
the connection arises from the overall context, since “being a
number” is a phrase in German for feeling “insignificant” and
“unknown”. It can also be understood as “to be treated without
regard to personal circumstances.” While sentiment analysis
approaches are quite capable of identifying the positive tenor,
the domain-specific aspect classes remain unknown. To be
able to process these reviews by machine with regard to
aspects and associated sentiments, extensive datasets must be
created and machine learning methods are trained with these
datasets. A great number of previous research studies in this
area focused on explicit statements and explicitly excluded
implicit statements in some parts [10]. Moreover, studies often
used the same datasets provided by Pontiki et al. [11]–[13], as
survey papers demonstrate [14]–[16]. Hence, previous research
is limited to what the datasets enable it to investigate. For
example, the annotation guidelines of Pontiki et al. [17] state
that only explicitly mentioned aspects should be annotated and
that only one aspect in a sentence should be marked. Hence,
researchers may train models that unlearn things that were
not marked, due to these artificial boundaries. To make these
statements visible by machine, we aim at implicit and explicit
rating phrases in user-generated text. In this paper, we want
to draw attention to the issue, show related work, and provide
ideas to handle it.

This short paper is structured as follows: Section II presents
related work for this paper. Based on this, we present examples
for implicitness in review texts (Section III) and discuss them
(Section IV). Finally, we conclude our work in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we provide the related work with focus on
deep learning for NLP (cf. Section II-A), sentiment analysis
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(cf. Section II-B), and user-generated content (cf. Section II-C).

A. Natural Language Processing

There has been great progress for NLP methods in recent
years. Most notably, deep learning has evolved as the go-to
method that improved the state-of-the-art in nearly all NLP
tasks, such as question answering, sentiment analysis, and
others. Here, transformers are the most important development
[8], [18], [19]. Transformers apply a number of deep learning
layers equipped with attention technology rather than recurrent
neural networks [18]. This leads to favorable results and
resource efficiency. Most notably, attention can process text
sequences as a whole, i.e., it can weight words in a sentence
according to their importance for the task it is learning [18],
[19]. Recurrent networks such as Long Short-Term Memories
(LSTMs) [20], on the other hand, process data sequentially,
from the beginning to the end and hence only regard the part
they have already seen [18], [19]. Furthermore, transformers
have shifted the way neural networks are trained and handled
for NLP. That is, large-scale models can be pre-trained on large
amounts of raw text on a task that enables the construction
of word vectors. These are representations of words, parts
of words, or letters. The result is large models that can be
shared with others. Industry practitioners can use these models
or further train them for their specific data domain. Most
notably, transformers are rather fine-tuned as a whole instead
of inserting their vectors in other models. This process is called
fine-tuning and describes a transformer receiving an additional
layer and being trained on a downsstream task such as text
classification for sentiment analysis. Here, all layers in the
model are trained for this purpose [19], [21].

B. Sentiment Analysis

The second relevant area of research is sentiment analysis.
We focus on ABSA in particular because we need to extract
relevant statements from texts. Other works deal instead with
document or sentence-based sentiment analyses such as full-
text classification. ABSA can also be handled this way, but
that is not purposeful, because the corresponding text spans
must be extracted to enable further analyses for an in-depth
knowledge of a text’s contents and their explainability, [14]–
[16]. This applies also to the distinction of implicit and
explicit statements.

To describe ABSA and its components, we introduce the
three sub-tasks here: ATE, ACC, and APC. ATE and ACC refer
to Aspect Term Extraction and Aspect Class Classification
[22]. These are usually conducted together [7] and describe the
process of identification and categorization of aspect phrases
in texts. APC refers to the Aspect Polarity Classification and
describes the process of the sentiment polarity identification
[22], e.g., negative or positive sentiment towards a cell phone
battery. We need to conduct the first two steps ATE and ACC
to extract implicit phrases from text. In contrast to studies
such as Kersting & Geierhos [7], [8], we do not aim at topic-
related extraction of aspect categories and their corresponding
phrases. We deal with implicit and explicit phrases and their

distinction. They set up aspect classes, extract them and further
analyze them. However, the work also deals with implicit
aspect phrases.

Several survey studies [14]–[16] present an overview of
ABSA research. As can be seen, most works do not perform
ATE, i.e., they do not provide in-depth analyses and go
for the sentence or document-level. Moreover, they differ
in the datasets they use [13], [23], [24]: Most studies use
datasets from commercial review domains, e.g., for products
or restaurants. They are not related to healthcare topics or
physician reviews. Besides, most neural network approaches
are based on rather common layer types such as (bi-)LSTMs
or transformers. An example study for ABSA research is
the one by De Clercq et al. [24]. They built an ABSA
pipeline for social media data contents related to banking,
retail, and human resources data. However, this does not deal
with implicit statements. Garcia-Pablos et al. [25] present
another example. They use topic modeling for finding thematic
clusters. The topics found by topic modeling are not intuitive
and cannot be clearly delimited for human users [26]. Hence,
such approaches are very limited.

C. Physician Reviews

The third domain of relevant research includes physician
reviews and research dealing with them. Such reviews serve as
a sample domain for NLP research [7], but also are researched
themselves [27], i.e., scholars want to investigate the content
about healthcare providers and their performance. Physician
reviews are published by users on Physician Review Websites
(PRWs) sensibly and on the basis of trust [28]. They describe
inter-personal issues and aspects such as the friendliness of a
healthcare provider. This distinguishes them from commonly
used commercial domains. Physician reviews serve as a good
example for complex data domains [8]. On PRWs, there are
two types of ratings: quantitative ratings such as stars or
grades, and qualitative ratings such as texts. Both form a
review. Quantitative ratings on PRWs are mostly positive [8]
and there are numerous countries covered by PRW.

III. IMPLICITNESS IN ASPECT RICH REVIEW TEXTS

Having presented the most relevant research areas and
selected studies from them, in this section, we present the
challenge of implicit statements in service reviews. Here, we
use data collected for earlier studies and related work [8],
[29]. Hence, we have datasets of three different PRWs from
three German-speaking countries. Here, we selected the review
texts and split them into sentences using the NLP tool Spacy.
We further applied some basic quality requirements such as
a minimum and maximum length to avoid extremely long
sentences spanning over a whole review without punctuation.

The annotation process was organized as follows: First,
the sentences were randomized. We avoided annotator bias
by not revealing further information about a review or the
physician the sentence was written for. The annotation tool
used is called Prodigy, a web-based tool that helps organizing
and saving annotations consistently with multi-user support.
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To keep the data quality high, we consistently monitored the
annotations among team members. Edge cases were noted
and talked through. However, the annotating persons were
experienced with the task. We also wrote annotation guidelines
where we distinguish explicit and implicit statements. This
understanding was applied to the annotations. As a result,
we have over 1400 sentences of which ca. 90% contain
aspects. About 25% contain implicit aspect phrases and ca.
75% explicit. Despite our efforts, we cannot completely rule
out subjectivity and are addressing this issue in future research.

Example 2.
(1) Well, the doctor is a nice person.
(1) Nun, der Doktor ist ein netter Mensch.
(2) When I meet him, he has always a warm smile in his face.
(2) Treffe ich ihn, hat er immer warmes Lächeln im Gesicht.

Sentence (1) in Example 2 does not state an aspect class
explicitly, e.g., by saying “The friendliness is positive.” The
rating towards the physician’s friendliness would rather be
expressed like in Sentence (2). But here again the questions
arise whether naming a word that clearly hints to an aspect
class, e.g., “nice” to “friendliness” is implicit or explicit.
Besides, describing the “warm smile” is implicit: Here, no
aspect class is indicated, but a human reader understands this
interpersonal type of communication. As demonstrated, the
distinction is not always clear or sharp. This is not uncommon
in reviews of medical services, and we explain this with
the sensitive doctor-patient relationship. Another explanation
why reviewers so often resort to implicit statements may also
be the strict rules of the PRWs, which protect against false
reviews. Table I presents a number of examples for implicit
and explicit aspect phrases as they persist in our dataset. As
can be seen the distinction is challenging. To help readers
understand our decisions, we accompany each sentence with
an explanation. We applied a narrow understanding to implicit
aspect phrases in contrast to previous research [7], [8]. They
regard each case in which an aspect phrase is not directly
mentioned as implicit and compare this to, e.g., Pontiki et
al. [13], [17], who focus on directly named aspects. The
following list demonstrates our comprehension of implicit
and explicit aspect phrases:

Implicit phrases

• Statements apparent only when taken as a phrase or by
taking the context as a whole into account, including
idioms. An aspect class can be inferred from the phrase.

• Implicit phrases therefore do not contain explicit word
choices (see underneath) from the aspect classes.

Explicit phrases

• At least one term of the known aspect classes is given,
regardless of the inflectional form or part of speech;
synonyms are included.

• It is made clear what is meant in the annotated phrase.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

In this short article, we want to draw particular attention
to the need to give special consideration to implicit aspects
in the evaluation of services and include relevant elucidating
examples. But even the definition of these implicit aspects is
not consistent. We have applied a narrow definition of implicit
phrases, which makes the annotation task more challenging.
Furthermore, the comprehension by Kersting and Geierhos
[8] is easier to understand and apply due to its clear nature.
However, we regard our approach as more sophisticated and
hence useful for research, as easier understanding would
limit the analyses. Kersting and Geierhos [8] do not research
implicitness, but rather make use of implicit and explicit
phrases regardless of whether they belong to either one of
them. As an example, “He is very friendly.”, taken from
Table I, would be considered implicit by Kersting and Geierhos
[8]. This is because the word “friendly” does not name the
corresponding aspect phrase “friendliness”, even though it
(clearly) indicates it. However, our understanding is different:
The example would be considered explicit, because the aspect
class can be identified by human annotators.

Furthermore, to test whether computational models can
learn this understanding, we trained several transformer mod-
els. These extract and classify implicit and explicit phrases
from text based on our data. We conducted the experiment as
a tagging task and thus handled two steps in one (ATE, ACC)
and applied IO-tags, consistent with other works [8]. Based on
Kersting and Geierhos [7], we applied XLM-RoBERTa [21]
to the data, expecting to get favorable results. As the early
experiment shows, it is possible to extract implicit phrases
automatically, e.g., with an F1 score of 0.49 for implicit
phrases. The overall accuracy for the model was 0.78, the F1
score 0.70. Words with explicit aspect mentions and irrelevant
words using the O-tag were easier for the system to detect.
This may be caused by fewer training data for implicit aspect
phrases and their nature of being implicit while not having a
limited or regularly occurring vocabulary.

Naturally, we conducted more and further experiments. A
multi-label multi-class classification on the sentence-level suc-
ceeded and achieved good results. The Label ranking average
precision (LRAP) [30] training XLM-RoBERTa large is 0.90.
This is a very good score as it is close to 1, which would be
best (between 0 and 1). Moreover, when training the tagger,
other models such as BERT [19] in multiple variations (large,
domain-trained, etc.) achieved almost the same scores like
XLM-RoBERTa. A large German version of BERT [31] even
outperformed XLM-RoBERTa large [21] achieving a macro F1
score of 0.74, an accuracy of 0.81 and an F1 score for implicit
phrases of 0.52. Further used parameters were a small batch
size (e.g., 4) and few epochs (8).

As can be seen, machine classification and extraction of
implicit phrases is possible. However, we still need to further
elaborate (and enrich) the definition of implicit aspect phrases.
There is some related work in this area, but that is often
focused on products and its elaboration does not fully reflect
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TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF REVIEW PHRASES

Sentence Class Explanation
“He is very friendly.” explicit What is meant is explicitly made clear in the phrase.
“He is not at all competent.” explicit The competence is directly mentioned by an adjective.
“He does not look me in the eye.” implicit Only a human can guess that this is considered rude, because the

issue is described in a phrase rather than a single adjective.
“My wife and I have been going to this doctor for many years.” implicit A trust relationship can only be derived from this statement.
“I was treated immediately.” implicit A human can guess that there was no waiting time.
“Through him, a disease was finally detected.” implicit Competence can be derived from the context.

the subtleties that come with the evaluation of services and
other inter-personal situations [7, e.g.].

V. CONCLUSION

In this short paper, we have provided insight into implicit
statements that occur in German physician reviews. Implicit
statements are not a new phenomenon in machine processing
of texts, especially not in sentiment analysis. However, implicit
statements occur frequently in the review of medical services.
This is also due to the sensitive physician-patient relationship.
In principle, the challenge seems manageable with machine
learning and clean, well-annotated datasets. We will continue
to follow this path. the implications to the work of non-German
structured languages. Finally, we know that this basic idea is
not only valid for German, but that this challenge of implicit
statements is also found in other languages. We are therefore
eager to develop our approaches beyond German and in other
domains. Furthermore, it can be a future research direction to
investigate implicit phrases together with sentiment polarity,
objectivity and subjectivity.
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Abstract—To date, no implemented solution in manufacturing,
i.e., in automotive industry, exists to support production planning
with insights from production. A structured feedback loop from
operations to planning is required to further improve production
planning. This contribution discusses the limitations of an existing
concept for an inference procedure from operations to new
planning tasks using the findings from previous implementation
studies. Using the constraints found in these studies, six principles
for inference procedures are derived. Thus, the existing concept
is renewed and a structured and specific approach in providing
an inference procedure for planning activities of similar man-
ufacturing systems is proposed. This approach is split into the
different sub-tasks of data acquisition, fault detection, knowledge
representation, and knowledge inference. Each sub-task has
its unique state-of-the-art solutions, challenges, and limitations
which have to be examined during further implementations.
Most notably, the concept requires a definition of a normal
model to derive fault events and error patterns, an embedding
of the fault events in an ontology to create a knowledge base,
and the definition of a metric to measure similarity between the
current configuration in operation and new configurations of the
production planning.

Index Terms—Production Planning, Fault Detection, Knowl-
edge Engineering, Data Mining, Case-Based Reasoning

I. INTRODUCTION

The automation of production has a long tradition in the
automotive industry. This industry has therefore been leading
in the field of automation. Since the first initiatives of Henry
Ford in the early 20th century, the assembly stages have
especially been in the focus of automation [1]. Assembly
processes require different levels of flexibility and in turn have
led to different automation levels. The final assembly in auto-
motive industry is still characterized by a high proportion of
manual processes, while the Body-In-White (BIW) assembly is
nowadays considered fully automated. The major step towards
automation of production has been achieved as part of the third
industrial revolution and is based on the use of computers,
robotics, and electronics.

However, the ongoing fourth industrial revolution, which in
Germany is considered as Industry 4.0, is based on increasing
system connectivity and therefore the use of Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS) [2]. Cyber-Physical Production Systems are
defined as "systems that integrate computation and physical
processes [...]". The use of CPS continuously generates large
amounts of sensor data. In automotive factories several ter-
abytes of raw data are collected on a daily basis. However, the
German high-tech strategy Industry 4.0 (I4.0) comprises more
than the application of CPS. I4.0 targets the data continuity
and autonomous orchestration of processes along the whole
product-creation process [3].

In this contribution, we focus on a concept which assists
the early phases of production planning in which the con-
figuration of new assembly systems takes place. Therefore,
real production data of operations is supposed to be a basis
of the assistance system and requires the data continuity from
the early phases of production configuration to the operational
production. We conducted interviews with production planners
in multiple European automotive Original Equipment Manu-
facturers (OEM), suppliers, and research institutes which have
shown that there is no digital feedback loop from production
back to the production planning.

In general, the computer-assisted assembly system config-
uration has for long been a discipline which has not been
sufficiently regarded by research and industry [4]. Recently,
research projects have been tackling the automation or at
least the assistance of the early planning phases. Hagemann
and Stark [5] provide an algorithmic approach in which the
configuration is processed fully automated. The approach uses
combinatorial optimization algorithms and determines the best
production system configuration with the aim of minimizing
investment costs. Other authors, such as Michalos et al. [6]
and Michels et al. [7], published automated approaches for the
design of assembly lines. However, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, there are as of today no implemented solutions
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which aim at assisting the production planner based on the
usage of real production data.

The following paragraphs describe a novel concept tackling
this research gap. This novel concept introduces four sequen-
tial steps in the inference procedure: data acquisition, fault
detection, knowledge representation, and knowledge inference.
Through this approach, a comprehensive analysis and feedback
of faults from operations to production planning is enabled.
The focus of our contribution is on the automotive industry,
but the concept is discussed in a universal manner, enabling
the use in manufacturing in general.

In section II, a preceding concept for an inference procedure
is presented, and its limitations found by our conducted
implementation studies are discussed and analyzed. Thereupon
in section III, the determined limitations are used to derive rel-
evant principles, which must be taken into account when devel-
oping or implementing future concepts of inference procedures
for fault detection. Subsequently, these principles are further
aggregated to derive a mathematical problem description. Con-
cluding in section IV, applying the problem description and
principles, a novel concept for inference procedures using the
four sequential steps is introduced. Furthermore, the state-of-
the-art solutions and methods for each step of the introduced
concept are discussed by conducting a comprehensive review
of the methods in the current literature.

II. DERIVATIONS FROM THE PRECEDING CONCEPT

This contribution enhances the first concept by Gelwer et
al. [8] and attempts to improve the approach by addressing
limitations along the stages of the concept.

A. Description of Preceding Concept

The concept by Gelwer et al. [8] is a specific model to target
a real manufacturing application at Mercedes-Benz Group AG
(former Mercedes-Benz AG). The concepts sketch is given in
Figure 1. The approach by Gelwer et al. [8] is summarized by
following three stages:

(i) Identification of faults in the manufacturing production
system during operations, the knowledge creation.

(ii) Set-up of a knowledge base.
(iii) Feedback of faults by identifying similar manufacturing

systems in planning, an inference process applied in
production planning procedures.

Stage (i) uses two approaches to identify faults. Firstly,
an anomaly detection is conducted using data from Inter-
net of Things (IoT) devices provided by a Manufacturing
Service Bus (MSB), see Minguez [10], i.e., real-time data
from devices, processes, and conditions. Secondly, Natural
Language Processing (NLP) is applied for analyzing the error
documentation. Input of the NLP can be plain text for a
classification of errors, e.g., documented in an Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) system or other third party sources.
Described faults within shift logs should then be classified
using standardized error codes. If both error detection and clas-
sification approaches work successfully, the results correspond,
since documented errors by maintenance workers should also

Fig. 1. Concept for data consistency checks between operation and production
planning enabling an improved knowledge of past errors in planning by
Gelwer et al. [8].

be visible in the data, and vice versa the detected anomalies
should appear in the necessary documentation of the shift log.

Stage (ii) is the set-up of the knowledge base by linking
the corresponding technical description of the occurred faults
and the affected processes within the error codes. These linked
error codes are mapped with the hierarchical quantity structure
of the manufacturing system after start of production and
also in the stages of production planning, i.e., within the
used library on the single component level. Further contextual
information about the errors are stored, i.e., used technologies
and parts numbers. The error and the additional contextual
information are documented within the knowledge base.

Using the knowledge model, stage (iii) conducts an infer-
ence procedure in the case of a production planning process of
a new manufacturing system. The new defined quantity struc-
ture in production planning is compared to the documented
faults occurred in similar quantity structures after start of pro-
duction within the library of stage (ii). Using the documented
error code within the context of the quantity structure enables
enriched information about possible problems or faults with
the suggested component of the new planned manufacturing
system. The proposed comparison using documented anoma-
lies and faults of the past should be applied to the part and
component level.

The concept by Gelwer et al. [8] was tested after its
publication and further evaluated within the organizational
structure of the Mercedes-Benz Group AG. By this practical
application multiple limitations were detected, resulting in the
necessity of a renewal of the approach. The limitations are
ordered by corresponding stages not by importance.

B. Limitations of the Knowledge Creation

In stage (i), it is concluded that no so-called jack-of-all-
trades algorithm or method for a consistent anomaly detection
exists. This is not surprising since the free-lunch theorem
implies that, considering all possible data, different anomalies,
and targets of the detection process itself, no single algorithm
is expected to solve all tasks [11]. This problem is directly rel-
evant for the Mercedes-Benz Group AG and assumed for most
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organizations within manufacturing and automotive industry,
as a wide variety of data types are available and in use. Using
the proposed framework by Foorthuis [12], out of the 9 types
with 63 subtypes of anomalies, 38 different subtypes from
all 9 types of anomalies are expected within the data of the
Mercedes-Benz Group AG. Although theoretically feasible,
within an efficient organization or a framework of a business
case individual implementations of all solutions per subtype
are difficult to achieve. During the tests performed, the used
algorithms, i.e., Isolation Forest, Multi-Layer-Perception, and
K-Means, heavily relied on well-labeled data, test datasets, or
required an extensive amount of prior investigation for setting
up valid parameters. Thus, more generic approaches need to
be defined, lessening the requirements for anomaly detection.

While the amount of data accessible is large enough, the
error states are only occasionally and not consistently labeled.
Furthermore, errors are quite rare. We estimate more than
an additional decade of runtime using same configurations,
as comparability is necessary, for creating sufficient error
instances at the facilities of Mercedes-Benz Group AG. Many
data of so called normal states [13] of the manufacturing
system model exist, but real incidents of errors are rarely found
in the available dataset or are often not documented enough
in a consistent manner to draw structured conclusions.

Furthermore, the requirement to use real-time streaming
data should be dropped since the proposed usage of real-time
streaming data is technically complicated to implement [14].
More importantly, for a planning procedure with prior analysis
of past data, real-time information processing is not necessary
since no acute, short-term, and quick call for action is given.

The problem of stage (i) is exacerbated in the area of NLP.
Only a limited amount of shift log entries exist, and from
these only a limited number are related to specific errors. It is
assumed that a higher training dataset size is highly beneficial
for increasing the accuracy of NLP [15]. Furthermore, the
documentation of manufacturing workers filling the shift books
often lacks the required details in delimitation of the different
types of faults or error codes. The insufficient documentation
can be attributed to implicit knowledge of the workers, which
is not known to the NLP algorithm. One current shortcoming
of NLP and the development of artificial intelligence in general
is the inclusion of implicit knowledge and human ’common
sense’ [16]. Therefore, shift logs could be used to determine if
an error occurred but not what error occurred. Also, this still
requires a larger amount of shift logs since the current entries
are still too few to perform analysis.

To summarize, in stage (i) the classification of errors is a
challenge of the concept and is not solvable with the current
state-of-the-art tools proposed by Gelwer et al. [8].

C. Limitations of the Knowledge Base

While the linkage of the error code to the process is an
important step in setting up and understanding the context of
error messages, it is often not sufficient for later inferences.
This procedure might correctly identify critical combinations
of components and processes within the planning process,

which lead to the described error states, but offers no sufficient
information about the cause of the error that occurred and
does not enable countermeasures except to dispense with the
combination of component and process. Since faults are often
foreshadowed by certain patterns and comparable faults can
occur in different processes, linking these patterns might help
to identify the specific error more precisely. This linkage
enables a comparison it with similar faults, a comparison of
solutions for these similar faults, and in conclusion enables
targeted countermeasures. Therefore, the context of usage
might also be an important factor in comparing the error with
other occurring faults and their corresponding solutions. This
enables a more detailed measure of criticality of the error and
guides a decision on how to handle the error, if cost efficient,
instead of avoiding it.

In addition, if the patterns are transferred and reused in
stage (i), this additional context becomes an important part of
the error classification and important to document within the
error messages. Underlying faults, i.e., currently researched
unwanted cold welding processes in holding pins, might be
detectable by an overall pattern in the data not only by single
faults and error messages. The feedback and usage of fault
patterns is a useful addition to the knowledge base.

A helpful approach in stage (ii) is to identify affected com-
ponents within their position in start of production as well as in
the production planning libraries. The differentiation between
start of production and planning might often be important
since position, usage, and linked processes are changing during
the production planning process in a manner that renders the
reasoning behind the choice unclear. Nevertheless, using only
the structural context of a resource within the quantity struc-
ture offers little information about the component and its use.
Important contextual information is not documented within
the quantity structure during production planning and start
of production. A component might cause comparable errors
within different quantity structures and contextual information
about technologies, parts, usage, processes, and products might
offer more explanatory value in describing errors.

D. Limitations of the Inference Process

This missing context within the quantity structure is even
more important in setting up a similarity check in the inference
process. The quantity structure itself, even if tracked within
start of production and production planning, is not enough to
detect similar set-ups. Very different quantity structures share
comparable faults, and solving the faults in these different
quantity structures might offer very important insights and
enable solutions. While the quantity structure is certainly
a part of the similarity measure, it must be enriched with
more context. Similar quantity structures might behave very
differently, and vice versa different quantity structures might
be more comparable regarding documentation and detection of
faults. Therefore, a fleshed-out ontology is needed to provide
additional information about types, linkages, relations, and
the interaction of product, process, and resources planned and
deployed in this structure.
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Furthermore, it is unclear how the similarity measure is
set up since the quantity structure alone offers too little
information. Even if the quantity structure is quite similar,
it is difficult and unclear how to transform this similarity into
a quantified measurement. Therefore, the proposed ontology
must also offer the possibility to apply a quantifiable similarity
measure. Based on the quantified measure, more similar set-
ups and their respective faults should be given more weight
when the planner is informed of potential errors by the infer-
ence process. Faults, risks, and solutions should be weighted
by similarity. Therefore, the similarity, based on a metric
quantifying the distance between the past and new planned
configuration, becomes a measure on how likely a similar fault,
which occurred prior in the compared past configuration, will
occur in the new configuration. The predicted error-proneness
of the new configuration is assumed to be correlated to the
distance measure between the new and past configuration and
the prior measured error-proneness of the past configuration.
This metric needs to be developed and embedded within the
proposed ontology.

III. DERIVED REQUIREMENTS AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

Considering the discussed limitations, relevant principles for
future concepts can be derived and a mathematical problem
formulation can be set up.

A. Requirements for Future Concepts

The relevant findings from the discussion of the preceding
concept can be expressed by the following six principles:

1) Since faults are rare in the data, an approach using labeled
faults requires more labeled training data for a valid
classification of errors than currently available. As an
alternative, a normal model needs to be defined, and all
data deviating from the normal model should be classified
as generic faults. The use of only supervised approaches
is not recommended.

2) Since shift logs contain no information about the exact
errors but can be used to identify if any error occurred,
they enable spotting of time frames of interest for finding
error patterns. Not all data are analyzed but data occurring
during days with entries in the shift logs are.

3) Using the deviations from the normal data, these findings
can then be compared regarding their unique patterns
and segmented for building a new fault classification
structure. The classified patterns are then the classification
criteria for all anomalies.

4) As these fault patterns might be highly individual for each
configuration, the configurations need to be described in
a more meaningful way. A simple description within the
quantity structure of production planning is not sufficient.
Each configuration must be enriched with contextual data
which then enables a deeper contextual anomaly detection
and a real causality analysis.

5) Furthermore, because configurations are solely dependent
on their quantity structure, an additional ontology must

be created to make configurations more specific and
comparable beyond the quantity structure.

6) Using this ontology, a metric must be developed, capable
of comparing the similarity of configurations indepen-
dently of their hierarchical position within the quantity
structure of production planning and start of production.

If the proposed principles are considered, a risk assessment
of a new planned configuration can be conducted by a com-
parison with the past configurations. By applying a similarity
score based on a metric using ontologies and combining this
information with the risk of a fault event, the risk of the
observed new configuration in the production planning process
is derived. This problem description and the resulting approach
is related to case-based reasoning [9].

B. Mathematical Problem Formulation

To address the requirements discussed, we build a funda-
mental logic on how to feed errors back.

First, each resource is assumed to have a certain and known
configuration θk out of a finite set of all possible configurations
for these resource types. The configuration depends strongly
on the Products, Processes, and Resource (PPR) model.

θk ∈ Θ = {θ1, ..., θK} (1)

Each resource and its specific configuration k have a finite
set of possible faults or error states. Each error state j is
defined as follows:

ej ∈ Ek = {e1, ..., eJ} (2)

For each error j in configuration k there exists a certain
probability rj,k that the error occurs.

rj,k = P (ej | θk) (3)

The risk of any error occurring in configuration k is then
given as following expression:

rk =
∑

ej∈Ek

P (ej | θk) (4)

If each risk does not contribute equally to the perceived
economic risk, a weight wj of each error can be applied.

If additionally a second configuration k∗ exists, there exists
an amount of errors which are both present in the configuration
k and k∗.

Ek∩k∗ ∈ Ek ∩ Ek∗ 6= ∅ (5)

The risk of any error occurring in configuration k is analo-
gously given by following expression:

rk∗ =
∑

ej∈Ek∩k∗

P (ej | θk∗) +
∑

ej /∈Ek∩k∗

P (ej | θk∗) (6)

If configuration k∗ is not within operation and currently just
a configuration during production planning, no estimation of
P (ej | θk∗) can be conducted. But if configuration k∗ and k
are similar enough, it is assumed that the set of errors within
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configuration k∗ but not within configuration k is very small.
The occurrence of completely new errors is unlikely.∑

ej /∈Ek∩k∗

P (ej | θk∗) ≈ 0 (7)

To conduct a valid inference procedure, a metric defining a
distance measure ∆(θk, θk∗) is necessary to compare k and k∗.
This metric should then give an approximation of the possible
error states using the configuration k as base.

rk∗ ≈
∑

ej∈Ek∩k∗

P (ej | θk∗) ≈
∑

ej∈Ek

P (ej | ∆(θk, θk∗), θk) (8)

For each error, a relation between configuration k and k∗

dependent on the distance measure between them is assumed.

P (ej | ∆(θk, θk∗), θk) ∼ P (ej | θk) ◦∆(θk, θk∗) (9)

If this relation is measurable by, e.g., a correlation analysis,
the inference is then a useful risk measure for the error-
proneness of configuration k∗. Therefore, in order to conduct
a risk assessment of a new configuration k∗, the following
challenges need to be addressed:

1) The risk assessment of base configuration k is necessary.
2) There needs to be a valid definition of a metric

∆(θk, θk∗).
3) Using the metric and risk assessment of k, a risk assess-

ment of k∗ must be derived.

IV. PROPOSED CONCEPT OF INFERENCE PROCEDURE

Based on the existing concept and the derived principles
and mathematical problem formulation, a new concept is
developed and presented in this section. This concept is then
discussed along its proposed steps.

A. Concept Overview

First, the concept overview and core ideas are presented.
Since the proposed concept needs to include additional infor-
mation about ontologies, a relevant comparable fault diagnos-
tics method is proposed by Zhou et al. [17]. The structural
set-up of the proposed concept by Zhou et al. [17] is included
into the proposal by Gelwer et al. [8] and adapted to meet
all defined principles. Our proposed concept for an inference
process is sketched in Figure 2.

The concept is split into four constructive steps and three
input models:

The (1) data acquisition describes the process of collecting,
processing, storing, and providing the data in order to conduct
a fault detection.

The (2) fault detection accesses the normal model to use
it as base for a detection if any kind of event happened and
to describe the event patterns. The normal model utilizes the
insights of principle 1) since more normal data are available
and a normal model can be set up using training datasets.
Also, this utilizes principle 2) by first detecting if any event
happened before classifying or describing the event.

Fig. 2. Proposed concept for an inference process based on knowledge
representation. The model is enabled by four constructive steps and three
inputs: An ontology of the configurations, a similarity metric, and a normal
model of the data.

In the (3) knowledge representation, the pattern and error
events are then embedded in the ontology of the configura-
tion, in which the event took place, and used for an event
classification. A notable ontology in a similar use case is
defined by Ming et al. [18] using, adapted to the discussed
use case, components’ taxonomy, properties, and relationships
regarding features, operation, and quantity structure. This kind
of ontology fulfills principle 5). If the event is classified by
comparing the error pattern with similar events, as requested
by principle 3), the knowledge base represents specific types of
error events. These events are documented by well-defined pat-
terns and are occurring within delimited areas and applications
according to the ontology, as principle 4) suggests. For each
error, the probability of occurrence rj,k can be determined by
predictive pattern mining of the specific error event.

The (4) knowledge inference is then conducted when a
new configuration is planned. The new planned configuration
is compared to the configuration in the knowledge base by
applying the defined metric as per principle 6). This similarity
is the expression of the term ∆(θk, θk∗) and is then used in the
error correlation. The correlation process itself is represented
by equation (9). This correlation is then used to calculate a
risk assessment rk∗ .

The constructive steps and their challenges, current state-of-
the-art solutions, requirements, and derived research questions
are discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

B. Data Acquisition

The data acquisition is similar to the proposal by Gelwer et
al. [8] and also proposes the usage of a MSB as described by
Minguez [10]. The MSB uses a multitude of interfaces, which
need an implementation within the overall IT infrastructure
of a manufacturing company. The MSB acts therefore as
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a universal communication layer enabling the integration of
all data from the shop floor for our proposed method [19].
The MSB solves the challenge of integrating a multitude of
IoT data [1] and can be, as proposed by Gelwer et al. [8],
transferred by Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT)
protocols in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) using process
parameters and information from the Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC) combined with informations from the ERP.

An additional part of the data acquisition is the provision of
shift logs as possibility to detect error events. The application
of an NLP is then necessary to detect if error events happened
and mark these dates within the data for the error event
detection research. The marked dates are primarily important
within the error event detection of the fault detection step.

C. Fault Detection

While it is assumed that in most cases a supervised anomaly
detection might offer more insights due to the incorporation of
application-specific knowledge, the rare occurrence of faults
within the application in production planning makes it difficult
to create robust and generalized methods in this case [13].

Therefore, the fault detection process becomes for super-
vised methods a case of one-class variation since mostly
normal data are available. A possible method would be the
application of a one-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) as
described by Schölkopf et al. [20]. Alternatively, unsupervised
approaches can be used but risk the falsely positive detection
of noise in the data as faults [13].

One challenge is the false inclusion of anomalies, despite
being rare, into the normal data. An anomaly could easily be
misclassified as normal. These rare instances could result in
a more sensitive one-class SVM. A robust method for fault
detection using one-class SVM is given by Yin et al. [21].

Another possible method to apply in these cases are Kernel
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for novelty detection.
Kernel PCAs map the mostly normal instances containing
training dataset into a feature space. The squared distance to
the corresponding principal subspace is then a measure for
anomalous data [22].

Different from an approach using one-class SVM or Kernel
PCA methods, would be the full modeling of the normal
machinery behavior to deduct anomalies by comparing the
delta between prediction and measurement. These methods are
more complex since they require a set-up of a complete normal
model of the planned system but are very robust and rely
on simpler distance-based comparisons between predictions
and measurements. The quality assessment of such models is
not the novelty detection method but the quality of the model
itself. These models are achieved by a comprehensive Digital
Twin defined as a simulation using physical models [23].

A possible model, which does not require a full Digital
Twin, is an autoregressive time series AR(p) of an order p
comparing the measurements with distance-based metrics, i.e.,
the Mahalanobis distance [24].

For rare instances of anomalies, the model might not be
necessary to set up, but the state signal itself is the base of

comparison, i.e., by comparing different windows of a signal.
The cross correlation entropy between two windows can be
measured and windows containing anomalies will result in a
larger entropy of cross-correlation [25].

Further research is necessary to determine the best model
or approach for the fault event detection since no clear rec-
ommendation for one specific approach is currently possible.

For a pattern identification of fault events, the rarity of faults
must be taken into account. The pattern identification task be-
comes a problem of infrequent patterns. Therefore, descriptive
tasks should be used to identify comprehensible patterns which
are later labeled in the knowledge representation step.

Since it is expected that faults occur in very specific
scenarios and are foreshadowed by co-occurrences prior or
after the fault event, these co-occurrences can be used to
describe the pattern and delimit it from other faults. Therefore,
methods of descriptive association rule mining might be most
useful in the pattern identification [26].

D. Knowledge Representation

Important input for the set up of the knowledge representa-
tion is the prior set-up of an ontology.

An ontology is defined as the model representing the seman-
tics of the domain model. A knowledge graph is the result if
data instances are acquired, integrated into an ontology, and
additionally a reasoning is applied to derive new knowledge
[27]. This differentiates an ontology and the resulting knowl-
edge graph. The ontology itself offers little specific insight on
the domain, but the domain becomes relevant when applied
in the knowledge graph [28]. Therefore, the ontology is the
input model and the application and contextual embedding
of the detected faults integrated into the ontology becomes a
knowledge graph which acts as the knowledge base for the
following inference procedure.

The main challenge of a valid knowledge representation is
the definition of a useful ontology, since for the presented
application two obstacles are limiting the usage of currently
available semantic model-based ontologies in Industry 4.0
applications as described by Yahya et al. [28]:

1) Production models do not fully follow the linked data
principles and require a new vocabulary instead of the
re-usage of current used vocabularies.

2) The scope of currently used ontologies is too application-
specific and not applicable in all areas of the production.

A notable contribution in defining a possibly relevant ontol-
ogy for contextual Industry 4.0. systems is given by Giustozzi
et al. [29]. Besides the already defined necessary relationships
(see subsection A), the ontology by Giustozzi et al. [29]
uses dedicated resource, situation, process, time, location, and
sensor ontologies.

Most relevant for production planning in the automotive
industry are the domains of Product, Process, and Resources,
bundled in the PPR concept [30]. A detailed exemplary set-up
of the ontology of the PPR concept is given by Agyapong-
Kodua et al. [31]. An applicable ontology for the proposed
concept must therefore combine the aspects of the PPR
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concept as well as the aspects of ontologies for a contex-
tual anomaly detection. Most beneficial would be a smooth
integration into the existing PPR ontology models which are
currently in use by manufactures and automotive.

The usage of more refined ontologies is enabled by the
progressive efforts of companies in the holistic implementation
of a Digital Twin, defined as a comprehensive physical but also
functional description of components, products, and systems
which enables insights in later lifecycle phases [32]. This
also requires a Digital Twin definition as the sum of logically
related data represented by semantic data models [33]. While
the call for a more refined ontology seems to be a difficult
requirement at first glance, it might be solved parenthetically
due to the set-up of Digital Twins.

In the contextual embedding step of the detected faults,
only the linked and semantic description of the faults are
capable of setting up contextual error identifications, thus
enabling a contextual error classification. By classifying the
errors in the knowledge representation step, this enables a
contextual anomaly detection using the error patterns and the
domain knowledge. A notable exemplary method for sensor
data is given by Hayes and Capretz [34] using cluster analysis
to define sensor profiles and enabling a contextual analysis
within the profiles. This application could be relevant for
the discussed measurements of streaming sensor data in the
data acquisition step. Also, the contextual anomaly detection
might enable the previously unsuccessful NLP of shift logs
for error classification. An exemplary application is described
by Mahapatra et al. [35].

After the fault is described within the ontology and the fault
patterns are delimited, the fault j is uniquely classified and
combined with the corresponding pattern description which is
the error event classification step. After classification, the past
data are searched for the fault patterns. The found instances
of faults of the same type within the specific configuration k
are then counted. This pattern mining enables a calculation of
the error-proneness probability rj,k.

This task can be conducted by applying different predictive
pattern mining algorithms [26]. Which algorithm for the
prediction and classification of faults performs most usefully
in the described use case must be further researched.

The error-proneness probability and error pattern embedded
in the ontological description of the configuration build up the
knowledge base.

E. Knowledge Inference

Since the concept is set within the idea of the digital
factory, the product development and the production planning
are parallelized. Therefore, the concept should also support a
rough planning as the first step of the production planning
process. Furthermore, in the applied planning within man-
ufacturing companies, focus of the rough planning is often
more on resources than processes since resources are main
part of the cost calculation [36]. Within the rough planning a
quantity structure and a 3D layout based on the used library
containing the single components and parts of the production

system is set up. Only in the detailed planning the supplier is
involved, optimizing the quantity structure up until the start
of production [37]. The higher the degree of maturity, the
more information and usefulness a rough production planning
provides [38].

Therefore, the similarity measure can only be as good as the
rough production planning. Since more information is added
during planning, more ontology types are also added and then
enable better similarity measures. Conversely, this also means
that the ontology must be imposed to planners, suppliers,
and operation since a documented ontology in the production
planning and start of production state benefits the significance
of the analysis.

If the ontology is documented diligently, the main challenge
is the set-up of a useful metric. Already in the definition of the
metric a contrary objective arises: the metric must be set up
in a way to properly describe the error-proneness of planned
configurations k∗ based on current configurations k, but the
error-proneness of the planned configurations is itself derived
from the distance measure of the metric. This conflict of goals
makes an objective definition difficult. It is assumed that the
metric to be defined is more likely a fuzzy similarity assign-
ment, i.e., a probability that the configurations are similar,
than a hard assignment listing the most similar configurations.
This is the case, since similarity is often context-specific and
different from equality measured in degrees [9]. Even then,
a fuzzy assignment still needs to be quantified and must be
tenable even under a generous error interval in real-world
applications considering domain knowledge of the planners.
The set-up of a metric is one of the current challenges and
open research questions of the concept.

If a valid metric is defined, the correlation analysis follow-
ing equation (9) is conducted to calculate a risk assignment of
the new configuration k∗ in production planning. Commonly-
used tools in case-based reasoning include, e.g., regressions,
bayesian learning, and Artificial Neural Networks, which
might also be applicable in the presented use case [9].

V. CONCLUSION

Though purposefully improving the former concept pro-
posed by Gelwer et al. [8] through the six principles estab-
lished, our new proposed concept still has open challenges
and needs further efforts to address these issues, namely the
set-up of a valid ontology within the manufacturing system
description and the derivation of a useful metric to determine
similarity between configurations. Further challenges are the
selection of a useful fault detection method and the set-up of
a use case oriented pattern mining.

Nevertheless, within this contribution we were able to
determine requirements of inference procedures and make a
targeted proposal for future research in this area. In particular,
the six defined principles and the proposed mathematical
correlation definition between the error-proneness of planned
configurations k∗ based on current configurations k contribute
to the current efforts towards building an inference procedure.
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Furthermore, our proposed concept acknowledges the short-
comings of the former concept and proposes an advanced
structure. Our proposal uses the stages of data acquisition,
fault detection, knowledge representation, and knowledge in-
ference. These stages are enabled by the definition of a normal
model as a basis for fault detection, an ontology for a valid
representation, and a similarity metric in order to be able to
carry out target-oriented comparisons.

The authors plan to examine the proposed concept in more
detail and implement use-case oriented applications of the
concept in production planning in future studies.
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Abstract—Social networks shape today’s Web with modern
communication capabilities and the ability to share heterogeneous
media. The various networks have different focuses and reach
different user groups so that users are often registered and active
on multiple networks to take advantage of the respective benefits.
In the ADRIAN project, we study threats to users on the Web,
focusing on the creation of Digital Twins of real users. Here, we
investigate the interlinking of user profiles on Social Networks
and derive insights that help us model Digital Twins. We discuss
the possibilities of using links to find additional profiles and assign
them to users. To do this, both the links and the information in the
profiles are examined. Only with high-quality data, it is possible
to warn users reliably about the dangers of disclosing data.

Index Terms—Social network services, Data privacy

I. INTRODUCTION

People share their opinions and daily experiences on Online
Social Networks (OSNs) [1]. However, platforms differ in
terms of functionality and user experience. For this reason,
users share their posts on the same topic on different OSNs
(so-called cross-platform content sharing) [2]. On average, a
Web user is expected to have 7.5 social media accounts in
2022 [3]. Moreover, the various OSNs often have different
audiences, as well as different rules, therefore the posts are
adapted accordingly by the users, especially in language
style [2]. Significant differences were identified between the
platforms in terms of usage and posting behavior. For example,
Twitter is primarily used for information purposes, Twitter and
Instagram for social sharing, and Instagram for entertainment
purposes [4].

As a result, the available information of individual users
also differs from one social network to another. By interlinking
users across OSNs, very comprehensive user profiles can be
obtained so that, on the one hand, their entire profile and
behavior and, on the other hand, their preferences, activities,
and friend network can be reconstructed. In the area of
cybercrime the digital footprint can be used to track and
target such users and create Digital Twins (DTs) [5]. To
more effectively combat cyberbullying and identity theft, it
is necessary to develop preventive methods that uncover the
digital footprints, reveal the links across social media profiles,
and thus point out the associated individual exposures.

The research project ADRIAN (Authority-Dependent Risk
Identification and Analysis in online Networks) focuses on
the disclosure of information by individuals in Web 2.0 [5].

This is not a new topic, but has been researched for some
time now [6]. With the rise of modern OSNs, the threat
to the author through published information became more
concrete [7]. One form of this threat is doxing, which is
the collection and publication of information about a person.
Cyberbullying such as doxing is increasing [8], so automated
solutions are being worked on to detect and prevent it [9].
From the user’s point of view, it is often difficult to understand
that information distributed across different “places on the
Web” can, in combination, pose a threat. We attempt to
make this threat visible to users by merging the information
and modeling it as DT. However, merging information across
OSNs (i.e., profile interlinking) is a data processing challenge
and is the subject of current research [10].

In this short paper, we look at the underlying data available
for creating link profiles and initializing DTs. For this purpose,
we look at sample data from Twitter, YouTube, Facebook,
and Instagram and highlight challenges that arise from a
data science perspective. In this context, we focus on the
possibilities of reliable profile merging and data quality. The
structure of this paper is as follows: In Section II, related work
is outlined. Building on this, Section III presents our data set.
The results and implications for the ADRIAN research project
are discussed in Section IV before we conclude our work.

II. RELATED WORK

In the following, we review relevant work on profile inter-
linking (cf. Section II-A) and DTs (cf. Section II-B).

A. Profile Interlinking

The fundamental problem of profile interlinking is not new.
The problem of identity matching was first mentioned by
Newcombe in the late 1950s [11], long before the emergence
of Web 2.0 and Internet use by the general public. The
mathematical foundations for this followed ten years later by
Fellegi and Sunter [12]. Since then, research has addressed
this topic in the areas of databases, statistics, natural language
processing, and data mining [13], among others.

Users systematically adapt their profile to the platform-
specific standards with regard to language and wording in
the profile. In doing so, they distinguish between formal
and informal platforms, and even age- and gender-specific
differences can be observed [2]. Even posts from the same
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person on different OSNs have linguistic variations. This is
because users adapt their language style to the platform-
specific norms [2]. Not only in terms of language, but also in
terms of behavior, differences can be observed among users.

Recently, deep learning have also been applied to enable
profile interlinking. Xu et al. [10] proposed an anchor node
embedding method based on dual domain adaptation to learn
the anchor node representation considering the attributes,
topological structure and difference between domains. Users
in different OSNs are called anchor nodes, and edges between
users are called anchor links. In addition, they developed a
node adaptation method based on a domain adaptation by
backpropagation to learn the appropriate adaptation function
using a backpropagation neural network. Moreover, Wang et
al. [14] introduced a system called Fusion Embedding for
User Identification (FEUI), in which user-pair graphs were
interactively integrated by network structure, node attribute
information, and node label. Thereby, the FEUI framework
exploited a single-input and dual-output deep neural network
to represent complex correlation from different information
sources. Furthermore, Guo et al. [15] set up a deep neural
tensor network-based model to represent the interactions be-
tween entities and extract the relationships between users from
a higher dimension.

B. Digital Twin

The term DT is used in several areas of research and in
practice. Among others, it appears in mechanical engineering,
medicine, and computer science [16]. In artificial intelligence,
the term has gained broader usage. In general, “DTs can be
defined as (physical and/or virtual) machines or computer-
based models that are simulating, emulating, mirroring, or
‘twinning’ the life of a physical entity, which may be an
object, a process, a human, or a human-related feature” [16].
Here, we refer to the term as the digital representation of a
human being that is created by personal information available
on the Web [5]. The DT can never reflect the whole complexity
of a real person, but represents characteristics that, alone or
in combination with other characteristics, may pose a risk
to the real person. Modeling DTs is based on established
and freely available standards of the semantic web, such as
Schema.org and FOAF (Friend of a Friend). At the same time,
the overwhelming number of possible sources of information,
the quality of the data, and a multitude of contradictory data
make modeling challenging. However, studies [17] show that
a large amount of relevant information is knowingly and
unknowingly disclosed by users themselves [18].

III. LINK RECORD & PROFILE DATA

For the analysis of user behavior when posting cross-
platform links (cf. Section III-A), data from YouTube was
obtained as a starting point. In addition, Twitter data was
collected based on the links included in YouTube videos to
facilitate comparison. This allows us to determine which OSNs
are interlinked and which OSNs are suitable entry points for
data collection to create DTs. However, the relevance of the

OSNs also comes from the trackable information. Again, what
information can be found on multiple OSNs is crucial to ensure
data quality through data matching. We therefore compare the
different data points provided by the OSNs in Section III-B.

A. Link Record Analysis

The first goal is to analyze the collected data from YouTube
and Twitter (cf. Table I).

TABLE I
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: YOUTUBE AND TWITTER DATASET

YouTube # Twitter #

Total Videos 4,605 Total Tweets 345,748
Total Channels 2,841 Total Users 842
Total Links 32,464 Total Links 467,834
Total Videos with Link 4,108 Total Tweets with Link 345,748
Videos/Channel (min) 1 Tweets/User (min) 1
Videos/Channel (mean) 1.62 Tweets/User (mean) 411.12
Videos/Channel (max) 39 Tweets/User (max) 87,343
Links/Video (min) 0 Links/Tweet (min) 1
Links/Video (mean) 6.94 Links/Tweet (mean) 1.35
Links/Video (max) 88 Links/Tweet (max) 8
Links/Channel (min) 1 Links/User (min) 1
Links/Channel (mean) 11.43 Links/User (mean) 607.58
Links/Channel (max) 513 Links/User (max) 174,356

We have collected a total of 4,605 videos belonging to 2,841
channels. On average, a video contains 6.94 links, a tweet has
significantly fewer links than that, with 1.35 on average. The
Twitter dataset has significantly more links with 607.58 links
per user compared to 11.43 links per channel. This is obviously
due to the fact that we have more tweets per user than videos
per channel. Building on this, we turn to a deeper analysis of
the links to better understand the link structure. We focus here
on YouTube’s video descriptions, which allow users to insert
a large number of links.

TABLE II
NUMBER OF LINKS REFERRING TO A SPECIFIC DOMAIN

Domain in
YouTube Videos # of Links Domain in

Tweets # of Links

YouTube 4,647 Twitter 277,058
Bit 4,285 Screammov 87,054
Instagram 4,258 Trib 20,772
Twitter 2,334 Independent 11,061
Amazon 1,441 Bit 7,634
Facebook 1,415 TheGuardian 5,904
TikTok 903 LiverpoolEcho 4,881
Twitch 826 WioNews 4,567
Discord 540 FoxNews 2,983
Lnk 447 YouTube 2,925

Table II shows the domain distribution for links from
YouTube videos and tweets. Most of the links in the YouTube
videos lead to Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook. This corre-
lates with the social media platforms relevant to our use case.
For this reason, we analyze these three OSNs in more detail.
In this context, it is important to determine how many links
to the various platforms are contained in all videos or per
channel.
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TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF THE LINKS INCLUDED IN YOUTUBE VIDEOS

# of Links per
Video/Channel on Twitter on Facebook on Instagram

= 1 1,044 785 1,611
> 1 261 76 436
> 2 37 13 237
> 3 28 6 150
> 4 24 4 106
> 5 17 2 71
> 6 14 2 51
> 7 6 1 38
> 8 5 1 28
> 9 3 1 22
> 10 2 1 19

As shown in Table III, Instagram has the most links within
embedded videos from YouTube in the descriptions, followed
by Twitter and Facebook. Also, for any number between 2
and 10 links, Instagram achieves the highest number. It is also
important to determine how many links overlap. A YouTube
channel that contains links to all three OSNs (cf. Figure 1) is
particularly relevant for creating a cross-platform profile.

B. Profile Data Overview

We divide the data into the following categories: Chan-
nel/User Identity, Channel/User Information, Content Infor-
mation, Links to Images or Videos, External Links, Loca-
tion Information, and Channel/User Metrics. The categories
represent different aspects of user profiles, which generally
require separate methods for correlation. The first category is
used to establish the identity of a person. For this purpose,
the name and username provided by the OSNs are used. The
channel title or username appears in all OSNs, while the real
name only appears on Instagram and Twitter. The challenge
here is to determine, first, whether the user has provided the
real name, and second, whether the username includes, for
example, the user’s first or last name. The next category is
mainly about textual information for the channel/user. From
the description of a profile in connection with the identity,
it can be derived whether it is a person or an organization.
In the case of persons, for example, the profession, interests,
or further external links are revealed. The next category
represents the content published by the channel or user. Tweets
and Facebook posts are textual content enriched with images
or videos, while YouTube and Instagram are images or videos
with a description. The tags can provide initial information
about the content and then form the basis for analyses over
a period of time that provide insights into the behavior of
the channel/user. The next two categories can provide very
strong evidence for correlation. Images are suitable for a
direct comparison of user profiles in different OSNs. The same
applies to external links, e.g., when the profiles link to each
other. Location data is available in all OSNs. Usually, except
for Twitter, only the country or city is given as text. In the case
of Twitter, many other types of representation are available,
such as latitude and longitude coordinates, a bounding box, or

even automatic extraction of locations from published content.
Finally, the reach of a channel/user is also important. The
number of followers or following can be used to determine
user activity. In the case of Twitter, followers can be retrieved
directly and direct connections between users can be analyzed.

TABLE IV
PROFILE DATA OVERVIEW FOR DIFFERENT OSNS

YouTube Instagram Facebook Twitter

user id user id user id user id
title username username username
✗ fullName ✗ name
description biography about description
publishedAt ✗ ✗ created at
privacyStatus private ✗ ✗
✗ verified ✗ verified
topicCategories ✗ category ✗
✗ ✗ type ✗
post id post id post id post id
publishTime timestamp timestamp created at
title caption ✗ ✗
description ✗ text text
defaultLanguage ✗ ✗ lang
madeForKids ✗ ✗ possibly sensitive
tags hashtags ✗ hashtags
viewCount ✗ ✗ retweet count
commentCount commentsCount ✗ reply count
likeCount likesCount likes like count
kind type ✗ ✗
url images images ✗
externalUrl displayUrl ✗ profile image url
✗ profilePicUrl ✗ media
✗ externalUrl link url
✗ ✗ ✗ entities.urls
✗ facebookPage ✗ ✗
✗ ✗ ✗ location
✗ ✗ ✗ annotations
✗ ✗ ✗ coordinates
country ✗ ✗ country code
✗ ✗ ✗ place type
✗ locationName places lived full name
subscriberCount followersCount followers followers count
✗ followsCount following following count
videoCount postCount ✗ tweet count
viewCount ✗ ✗ ✗

IV. DISCUSSION

With limited resources and time, it is not possible for
attackers to monitor OSNs live or to compare all existing
profiles and keep the findings up to date. For this reason, in
the ADRIAN project, we rely on OSN users to leave digital
traces that point us to additional profiles and information that
can be used to create DTs. However, this is not a disadvantage,
but exactly the goal of the project. The point is not to create
DTs on a daily basis, but to show that traces on the Web make
this possible to some extent and enable threats like doxing. In
this short paper, we were interested in finding out what traces
can be found based on links and whether there are actually
enough links to jump from one user profile to another to gather
information and the intersections are significant.

Out of 2,841 profiles we identified using YouTube videos,
we were able to infer three other OSNs in 507 cases using the
links in the video descriptions (cf. Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Profile distribution across different OSNs

In 2,145 cases, we were able to find links to at least one
other profile. The link behaviour of users is already a first data
point used for identification. Beyond that, however, the large
amount of different information about the respective OSNs is
also worth mentioning (cf. Table IV). Not all information is
available on all OSNs and in the same format, but it is often
possible to merge them. In particular, user names, locations,
geospatial information, and names or parts of names are often
very good clues that help to interlink profiles.
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We would like to discuss this with a real-world example
– a random YouTube user who maintains multiple links in
his video descriptions (cf. Figure 2): The YouTube channel
contains a link to Facebook and Twitter profiles. For example,
on Facebook, we can determine whether the profile belongs to
an individual or an organization. This is important because the
creation of the DT initially focuses on individuals. Moreover,
the user is active on Twitter and posts, for example, sports
activities that lead directly to Strava, an OSN for tracking
physical activities that also includes social networking fea-
tures. Since the source of his tweets is Instagram, the user
also indicates another social media account that he uses.
On Instagram, he posts photos that contain a lot of private
information. As this example shows, the consolidation of the
different profiles in OSNs is of considerable importance for
the creation of a DT. On the one hand, it enables the validation
of information and, on the other hand, information gaps can be
closed. As the number of profiles in different OSNs increases,
it can be assumed that a higher overall quality of the DT can
be achieved.

V. CONCLUSION

We highlighted here that it is possible to infer from user
profiles to other profiles. We showed that YouTube is particu-
larly well suited as an entry portal for data acquisition, since it
is possible to include many links to other OSNs in descriptions
and this is also done regularly by users. In future work, we will
match information from different profiles to initialize DTs.
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Abstract—The capabilities of current quantum computers are
limited by their high error rates. Thus, reducing the impact of
these errors is one of the crucial challenges for the successful
execution of quantum algorithms. For this purpose, various
error handling methods have been proposed, ranging from
error correction codes that detect and correct errors during
the execution on a quantum device to post-processing techniques
that mitigate errors classically. As these methods have different
requirements and advantages, developers need to have a thorough
understanding of them, to be able to select a suitable error
handling method for their scenario. In this work, we present three
new patterns for quantum error handling, describing proven
solution strategies in a well-structured manner and integrate
them into an existing quantum computing pattern language.

Keywords-Quantum Computing; Pattern Language; Error Han-
dling; Error Mitigation; Error Correction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the development of quantum devices
resulted in the emergence of publicly available quantum com-
puters [1]. Quantum computers are expected to solve certain
problems, e.g., in chemistry [2] or combinatorial optimiza-
tion [3], more efficiently than any classical computer. This
is possible because quantum computers can exploit quantum
mechanical effects, such as superposition and entanglement,
to gain a computational advantage. However, the capabilities
of the current generation of quantum computers are limited by
a variety of factors, e.g., the low number of qubits and high
error rates [1][4]. Due to the high number of errors caused by
different error sources, e.g., error-prone gate and measurement
operations, the execution result’s accuracy is limited [5]. To
deal with these errors, different error handling techniques have
been proposed. Error correction codes, such as Shor’s 9-qubit
code [6], can be used to detect and correct occurring er-
rors [7][8][9]. However, error correction requires a significant
number of additional quantum resources. Thus, so-called error
mitigation methods have been developed that require little
to no additional quantum resources. These methods focus on
the reduction of the negative impact caused by certain error
types, e.g., Tensor Product Noise Model (TPNM) [10] and
Fixed Identity Insertion Method (FIIM) [11] for measurement
errors and gate errors, respectively. To incorporate any of these
error handling methods into quantum applications, quantum
software engineers need to understand their concepts, so they
can select suitable ones for the case at hand.

A well-established approach for the description and structur-
ing of proven solutions for reoccurring problems was presented
by Alexander et al. [12] in the form of patterns. Each pattern

describes a problem and its context and forces. Then, a
proven solution for the problem is presented in an abstract
manner, making the pattern applicable to different scenarios.
Multiple patterns of the same domain can be combined in a
pattern language. A pattern language for quantum computing
has been introduced by Leymann [13]. Although it has been
continuously expanded since its introduction [14][15][16], the
quantum computing pattern language does not contain any
patterns for the handling of quantum errors yet.

In this work, we extend the quantum computing pattern
language by introducing three new patterns that describe
well-established solutions for the handling of quantum er-
rors. By documenting these proven solutions in an easy-to-
understand and well-structured manner, we provide knowledge
about quantum error handling to a broader audience. The
ERROR CORRECTION pattern describes how to detect and
correct quantum errors during the quantum computation. As
this approach is not always feasible, two more patterns are
introduced that focus on the mitigation of the impact of
occurring errors. First, the READOUT ERROR MITIGATION
pattern describes, how the impact of measurement errors can
be reduced. Second, the GATE ERROR MITIGATION pattern
presents proven solutions for the mitigation of gate errors that
occur during the quantum circuit execution.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces
fundamental terms to establish a common vocabulary and
describes the used pattern format. Then, Section III presents
the error handling patterns in detail. In Section V, the related
work is discussed, and Section VI concludes this work.

II. FUNDAMENTALS AND PATTERN STRUCTURE

In this section, we present our pattern format and establish
the guidelines for the pattern authoring process. Further,
we provide the fundamental terms related to quantum error
handling that establish a common vocabulary.

A. Pattern Format & Authoring Method

The pattern format is derived from previous work on quan-
tum computing patterns [14][15][16] and other best practices
used by researchers [12][13][17][18][19][20]. A pattern is
identified by its name and a mnemonic icon. First, the problem
solved by the pattern is briefly described in form of a short
question. Then a detailed description of the pattern’s context
and its forces is presented. The solution section describes
a possible solution with a corresponding sketch. The result
paragraph explains the context following the application of
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the solution and discusses possible consequences. Afterwards,
one or multiple examples of the previously introduced solution
are explained textually and visually. In the related patterns
section, the relationship of the pattern to other patterns within
the pattern language is described. Finally, the known uses
section lists implementations of the pattern.

For the identification of the quantum error handling patterns,
we analyzed state-of-the-art approaches in scientific literature.
Recurring solution strategies were collected, analyzed, and
ultimately compiled into the quantum error handling patterns.
Due to the lack of currently available code fragments imple-
menting the error handling patterns, identifying a rich col-
lection of concrete solutions remains future work. These can
then be integrated into a future quantum computing solution
language, facilitating the patterns’ application [21].

B. Fundamental Terms

Quantum Device: A quantum device is a gate-based quan-
tum computer, e.g., IBM’s, Google’s, or IonQ’s quantum
computers. Quantum devices can execute quantum circuits that
implement quantum algorithms. Typically, device access is
provided via the cloud. Some providers offer free access to
small devices [22], however, access to state-of-the-art devices
is costly and can scale with the number of executed quantum
circuits and their size [23]. Further, the limited number of
available devices, in combination with the high demand for
usage, can lead to queue times. Due to the fragility of coherent
quantum states, quantum devices are error-prone. This is
particularly true for currently available Noisy Intermediate-
Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices.

Quantum Algorithm: A quantum algorithm is an algorithm
that can be executed on a quantum device and typically
makes use of quantum mechanical effects to achieve a com-
putational advantage over its classical counterpart. The gate-
based representation of a quantum algorithm is a quantum
circuit. Most currently used quantum algorithms are hybrid
quantum-classical algorithms that consist of a classical and
a quantum part. Typical examples are Variational Quantum
Algorithms (VQAs), such as Variational Quantum Eigen-
solver (VQE) [24] and the Quantum Approximate Optimiza-
tion Algorithm (QAOA) [25]. VQAs employ shallow parame-
terized quantum circuits that are optimized classically, to per-
form meaningful computations on current NISQ devices [26].

Quantum Circuit: A quantum circuit is a model for quan-
tum computation. Each step of the computation is modeled by
a quantum gate. At the end of each circuit a measurement is
performed, to retrieve the result of the quantum computation.
Due to the probabilistic nature of quantum computing, the
circuit has to be executed multiple times to obtain a reliable
probability distribution. The depth of a circuit is the number
of layers of 1- or 2-qubit gates in which parallel operations
are performed on disjoint qubits. Its width is defined as the
number of qubits involved in the computation.

Quantum State: A quantum state describes the current state
of one or multiple qubits. While classical bits can be in the

states 0 and 1, qubits can be in corresponding |0〉 and |1〉
states, however, they can also be in a superposition, i.e., a
combination of both states. A quantum state can be measured
to obtain a probability distribution for each possible state.

Ancilla Qubit: Ancilla qubits follow the concept of classical
ancilla bits. They are additional qubits that are typically used
temporarily to store information or achieve a specific goal,
e.g., they can store entangled states.

Quantum Gate: Quantum gates are the elementary opera-
tions of a quantum circuit that can be executed on a quantum
device’s qubits. Quantum gates are unitary operations, which
can be described mathematically by unitary matrices. Quantum
devices only support a limited gate set, which is usually
restricted to a small number of 1- or 2-qubit gates [27].
Furthermore, quantum devices can execute quantum gates only
with limited accuracy, resulting in so-called gate errors [5].
As these errors can occur with every execution of a gate, they
continuously accumulate during the quantum circuit execution.

Measurement: Readout or observation are common syn-
onyms for measurement. The quantum state prepared by a
quantum circuit is sampled by performing a measurement
operation. By measuring a qubit, its state is collapsed and can
not be restored. Therefore, a measurement operation is not a
quantum gate. Moreover, measurement times are significant
in comparison to gate times, causing delays that amplify the
devices’s decoherence [5]. Hence, measurements are one of
the main error sources of a quantum device [28].

Quantum Error: Quantum errors, also known as Noise,
are one of the key limitations in the current era of quantum
computing. The capabilities of quantum devices are limited by
the error-prone and highly fragile quantum states that are used
for computation, as the occurrence of too many errors makes
the measurement result unusable. First, the aforementioned
quantum gate errors can occur with every execution of a gate.
Thereby, the error rates of multi-qubit gates are particularly
high [27]. These errors account for a significant part of the
overall error and limit a quantum circuit’s depth. Second,
unintended bit-flips occurring during the measurement, lead to
incorrect measurement results. To execute a quantum circuit
on a quantum device, the circuit needs to be compiled for
the device’s gate set and qubit connectivity mapping [29]. As
each of the qubits usually only has a direct connection to a
small subset of the other qubits, a lot of SWAP operations
may be required to establish multi-qubit operations foreseen
in the uncompiled quantum circuit [4]. Such swap operations
lead to additional 2-qubit gates and increase the circuit depth.
Thus, designing a circuit for a specific device or vice versa
can prevent errors. Additionally, qubits can unintentionally
influence the state of other qubits [5]. This so-called crosstalk
is difficult to predict and can further increase the overall error.
Moreover, quantum states can decohere, meaning that after
a device-dependent amount of time, they decay irreversibly
due to environmental influences. Hence, all quantum gates and
measurement operations have to be performed before the state
decoheres, directly limiting a circuit’s maximum depth.
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III. PATTERNS FOR QUANTUM ERROR HANDLING

In this section, we introduce three new patterns focus-
ing on error handling for quantum devices, namely ERROR
CORRECTION, GATE ERROR MITIGATION, and READOUT
ERROR MITIGATION. These patterns focus on the prevention
and reduction of errors occurring during the quantum circuit
execution and extend the existing quantum computing pattern
language [13][14][16]. First, we present the error handling
pattern category in the context of the quantum computing
patterns and then introduce each new pattern in detail.

A. Quantum Computing Patterns for Error Handling

The quantum computing patterns form a pattern language
supporting quantum software engineers in developing quantum
applications. As most quantum applications are hybrid [4][30]
the focus is on hybrid-classical algorithms. The quantum com-
puting patterns capture reoccurring problems in the domain of
quantum computing and provide proven solutions for them.
Figure 1 shows the basic structure of a hybrid algorithm [4]
and an overview of the quantum computing pattern language.
The process starts off, by pre-processing data on a classical
computer. A typical example is the preparation of the data
required for state preparation. The state preparation routine
prepares the quantum computer’s initial state, e.g., a uniform
superposition can be created, or the previously prepared data
can be encoded into the initial state. This can be done by
employing one of the quantum state or data encoding patterns.
The prepared quantum state can then be manipulated by
applying unitary transformations. These perform the quantum
algorithm’s operations. Typical operations are explained in

detail in the unitary transformation patterns [13]. Best prac-
tices for realizing quantum algorithms are described in the
program flow patterns [16]. The last step performed on the
quantum computer is the measurement operation. Thereby, the
quantum algorithm’s final state is retrieved in the form of a
probability distribution. The measurement result can then be
post-processed, e.g., performing continued fraction expansion
for Shor’s algorithm [31]. In the case of a VQA, the hybrid
algorithm has a loop. Thereby, the result is incorporated into
the next iteration unless its termination condition is fulfilled.
Thus, the quantum computing patterns cover the entire cycle
of a hybrid quantum algorithm.

However, in their current state, the quantum computing
patterns do not address the handling of errors. Since quan-
tum errors are one of the major factors limiting quantum
computing, particularly in the current NISQ era, reducing
their negative impact is essential. Due to the variety of error
sources and hardware limitations, different solution strategies
have evolved. The ERROR CORRECTION pattern focuses on
the in-flight repair of computational errors. It enables fault-
tolerant large-scale quantum computing by detecting and fixing
errors immediately during the circuit execution. However, error
correction requires a large number of quantum resources that
are not available on current quantum devices yet. A NISQ-
compatible alternative to error correction is error mitigation.
Error mitigation tolerates the occurrence of errors and focuses
on the reduction of their impact. In particular, the READOUT
ERROR MITIGATION and GATE ERROR MITIGATION pattern
document two different kinds of error mitigation, focusing on
the reduction of the impact of measurement and gate errors.
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B. Error Correction Pattern

How to detect and correct errors occurring dur-
ing the execution of a quantum circuit?

Context: A quantum algorithm needs to be run on a
quantum device. The quantum device’s performance is limited
by various error sources, such as gate errors and crosstalk. The
prevention of these errors enables the execution of large-scale
quantum algorithms for real-world problems.

Forces: Quantum devices unavoidably cause a certain
amount of errors due to the fragility of coherent quantum
states [7][32]. Furthermore, contrary to classical bits, qubits
can not be copied [33]. Hence, classical error correction can
not be used for quantum computers and new quantum-specific
methods need to be developed. However, these methods can be
costly in terms of quantum resources, as they require a large
number of additional qubits and quantum gates.

To enable scalable quantum computing for real-world prob-
lems, all kinds of errors occurring in quantum devices need to
be detected and corrected. In general, the correction of errors
is preferred over their mitigation, since even minor remaining
post-mitigation errors slowly stack up during the computation
and ultimately lead to an imprecise result.

Solution: Detect and correct quantum errors using quantum
error correction codes [7][34][35][36], which are added to the
executed circuit. With these correction codes, many physical
qubits are combined into one logical qubit. As a result of
this bundling, errors in the original qubit can be first detected
and then corrected [4]. Figure 2a depicts a solution sketch
showcasing the general building blocks of a quantum error
correction procedure. The shown instance applies an error
correction code that can detect and fix bit-flip errors in the
computational basis. For the correction of errors from other
sources, similar processes can be applied. First, the ancilla
coupling is created, by encoding the state |ψ〉 of a single

physical qubit into multiple ancilla qubits. These qubits now
hold the logical qubit’s data and are called data qubits in the
following. Next, some unitary transformation is applied to the
logical qubit, possibly resulting in an error. In order to detect
an error, additional ancilla qubits are employed to check the
parity of the data qubits. Based on the discovered syndrome,
the error-free state can be recovered in the recovery phase.
Note that the process is assumed to only have errors at the
unitary transformation step, which is denoted by the error
indicator. Further, the number and type of detectable errors
depends on the applied error correction code.

Result: When applying quantum error correction, computa-
tional errors can be prevented, enabling error-free systems of
logical qubits. Thus, error correction is making fault-tolerant
quantum computation feasible. The good scalability of error
correction, enables the accurate execution of large algorithms.

Examples: Figure 2b illustrates the application of a 3-qubit
variant of the aforementioned error code for multiple qubits.
Each of the physical qubits P1 to P4 is transformed into a
logical qubit consisting of five physical qubits. Three of these
five physical qubits are being used as data qubits and two of
them are being used for the detection and recovery process.
Further, the 1- and 2-qubit gates G1 to G4 need to be realized
by the subroutines S1 to S4, which prepare the data qubits. The
resulting errors can then be corrected by individually applying
error correction routines for each of the logical qubits.

Related Patterns: Instead of preventing quantum errors, the
READOUT ERROR MITIGATION and GATE ERROR MITIGA-
TION patterns focus on reducing the errors’ negative impact
on results. This pattern can be applied to quantum algorithms,
e.g., QAOA pattern.

Known Uses: Laflamme et al. [8] show a 5-qubit error
correction code that can protect a qubit against general 1-
qubit errors. Shor’s 9-qubit code can protect a qubit against
single bit-flip and phase-flip errors [6]. Further, a variety of
different quantum error correction codes have been presented
in the literature [7][34][35][36].
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C. Readout Error Mitigation Pattern

How to reduce the impact of erroneous measure-
ments such that the measured result is closer to
the intended quantum state?

Context: A NISQ-compatible quantum algorithm, e.g.,
QAOA or VQE, needs to be run on a quantum device. The
device’s decoherence times are short and the measurement
operations are error-prone. Hence, the measured probability
distribution is inaccurate, even when the measured quantum
state is accurate. Thus, the negative impact of readout errors
needs to be mitigated to obtain a precise measurement result.

Forces: The measurement times of quantum computers in
the NISQ era are significant in comparison to their deco-
herence times [37]. Therefore, the measurements are highly
error-prone and often are among the main error sources [10].
Due to the limited capabilities of current NISQ devices, a
minimal number of additional qubits and quantum gates shall
be used for the mitigation of readout errors. Further, a quantum
device’s measurement error rates change over time, thus the
Readout Error Mitigation (REM) needs to be adaptive.

Solution: Mitigate the impact of readout errors by applying
a REM method. The mitigation method is performed after
the circuit execution and adjusts the measured probability
distribution. The resulting mitigated probability distribution is
a more accurate representation of the intended quantum state.
A solution sketch for the application of REM is shown in Fig-
ure 3a. First, the quantum circuit is implemented and executed.
Then the resulting probability distribution is improved based
on measurement characteristics collected for the quantum de-
vice. These characteristics are typically obtained by separately
running so-called calibration circuits. Alternatively, adapted
instances of the implemented circuit can be run to obtain
additional information about the measurement properties.

Result: REM can reduce the impact of errors caused by
measurement operations. The resulting, more precise proba-
bility distributions make NISQ devices more suitable for real-
world use cases. However, additional classical processing is
necessary, which can significantly increase the runtime and
classical resource requirements, as not all mitigation methods
scale well with the number of qubits. Generally, data prove-
nance can be employed to increase the efficiency of frequently
occurring REM tasks, e.g., when executing a VQA.

Examples: Figure 3b illustrates the steps of the Static Invert-
and-Measure (SIM) [28] technique. First, multiple slightly
adapted instances of the circuit are created. Thereby, bit-flips
are added right before the circuit’s measurement operations.
This helps to detect erroneous measurements because readout
error rates are typically higher when measuring a qubit in
the |1〉 state than when measuring it in the |0〉 state [28].
Once all circuits are executed, the measurement results are
processed, returning the mitigated probability distribution. Fig-
ure 3c shows the typical process of a calibration matrix-based
mitigation method. Multiple shallow calibration circuits are
generated and executed. The resulting probability distributions
give information about the device’s readout error rates. These
error rates are then incorporated into a so-called calibration
matrix, which can be used to mitigate readout errors. For
example, this can be done by multiplying the inverse of the
calibration matrix with the circuit’s measurement result.

Related Patterns: The GATE ERROR MITIGATION pattern
can be used in combination with this pattern for more extensive
mitigation. This pattern can be applied to hybrid quantum algo-
rithms, e.g., VQE or QAOA pattern. This pattern commonly
uses BASIS ENCODING pattern to generate calibration circuits.

Known Uses: Various REM methods, e.g., calibration
matrix-based [10][37][38][39] or bit-flip-based [28][40][41],
have been introduced in the literature. Moreover, recent work
introduces a deep learning-based REM method [42].
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D. Gate Error Mitigation Pattern

How to reduce the negative impact of noisy gate
executions such that the pre-measurement state
is closer to the expected error-free state?

Context: A NISQ-compatible quantum algorithm, e.g.,
VQE, needs to be run on a quantum device. The device’s gate
implementations are error-prone, causing errors in the quantum
computation. To obtain precise results for the executed algo-
rithm, the measured state needs to be computed accurately.
Thus, it is crucial to mitigate the effects of gate errors.

Forces: The execution of gates on current NISQ devices is
not perfectly accurate. Hence, every execution of a gate causes
a minor error. These errors keep accumulating, eventually
making large computations impossible. The pulses used for the
implementation of gate operations can be controlled on many
quantum devices [43][44]. Therefore, custom pulse schedules
can be used to individually calibrate gates. Furthermore, the
capabilities of current quantum devices are limited, e.g., the
number of qubits and the decoherence times are bound. Thus,
minimal additional quantum resources, such as gates and
qubits, shall be used for error mitigation.

Solution: Mitigate the impact of gate errors by applying a
Gate Error Mitigation (GEM) method. The mitigation of gate
errors has to be performed before the execution of the quantum
circuit, as occurring errors otherwise accumulate during the
computation, making it difficult to retrace them. The resulting
pre-measurement quantum state is closer to the expected error-
free state, therefore, providing more accurate measurement
results. Figure 4a depicts a solution sketch for GEM. First,
the circuit is implemented. Afterwards, a GEM method is
applied, modifying the circuit, to generate a more precise
implementation for the selected device. The circuit modifica-
tions can range from simple gate additions over custom gate
pulse adjustments to full circuit rewrites based on Machine
Learning (ML). Next, the improved circuit is executed on the
quantum device. Finally, the improved measurement result can
be evaluated to obtain a more precise solution.

Result: GEM can significantly reduce the impact of errors
caused by erroneous gate executions. As a consequence, the
state computed by the quantum algorithm is closer to the
expected error-free quantum state and a more precise algorithm
result can be obtained. However, the mitigation process may
induce additional quantum gates into the circuit or require clas-
sical pre-processing to calculate optimal device calibrations,
e.g., gate pulse calibrations. Generally, GEM methods can be
used in combination with other error mitigation methods, such
as REM to reduce the overall error further.

Examples: Figure 4b shows the process of a typical gate
addition-based method. These methods mitigate gate errors by
adding additional gates to the quantum circuit that balance out
gate errors. The initial quantum circuit is modified by adding
specific gates for each error-prone operation. Hence, the depth
of the circuit increases significantly. Therefore, the device’s
decoherence times need to be kept in mind, as otherwise, the
mitigation might decrease the result quality.

Figure 4c depicts the typical process of a pulse calibra-
tion method. First, the pulse calibrations for the device are
generated, e.g., it is determined which frequency is perfect
to perform a bit-flip operation on a specific qubit. Once all
required frequencies are determined, the information can be
incorporated into the quantum circuit. When executing the
modified circuit, the custom pulse calibrations will now be
used instead of the default values. More precise pulse cali-
brations make gate executions more accurate, thus, decreasing
gate error rates and increasing the solution’s precision.

Related Patterns: This pattern can be used in combination
with the READOUT ERROR MITIGATION pattern to
further reduce the overall error. This pattern can be applied
to hybrid quantum algorithms, e.g., VQE or QAOA pattern.

Known Uses: Several circuit adjustment methods, e.g., FIIM
or Random Identity Insertion (RIIM), are presented in the
literature [11][45][46]. Further, machine learning-based circuit
adjustment methods have been introduced, e.g., Noise-Aware
Circuit Learning (NACL) [47]. Moreover, pulse modification-
based GEM methods have been presented [48][49].

a) Solution Sketch b) Example: Gate Additon Method
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Figure 4. Solution sketch for the GATE ERROR MITIGATION pattern and two example processes for a gate addition and a pulse calibration method.
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IV. PATTERN VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION

In software engineering, a pattern’s validity can be con-
firmed by showing the existence of a large enough number of
real-world occurrences [17][19]. For each presented quantum
error handling pattern there exist multiple distinct real-world
occurrences as shown in Table I.

The ERROR CORRECTION pattern is implemented on a
basic level by Laflamme’s 5-qubit code [8] and Shor’s 9-qubit
code [6] which protect a single qubit against general 1-qubit
errors, and bit- and phase-flips, respectively. Consequently,
more advanced methods emerged that rely on such basic error
correction implementations, e.g., subsystem or topological
error correction codes [7]. Some examples include Bacon-
Shor (BS) [50], Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) [35][51][52]
and surface codes [36].

The READOUT ERROR MITIGATION pattern’s most used
implementations rely on calibration matrices. Prominent ex-
amples are TPNM [10], Continuous Time Markov Pro-
cesses (CTMP) [10], Matrix-free Measurement Mitigation
(M3) [39], and Diagonal Detector Overlapping Tomogra-
phy (DDOT) [53]. In contrast, the SIM [28], Adaptive Invert-
and-Measure (AIM) [28], and Bit-Flip Averaging (BFA) [40]
method retrieve measurement error rates by running additional
circuits containing bit-flips.

The GATE ERROR MITIGATION pattern can be imple-
mented in the form of a gate addition method, such
as Zero Noise Extrapolation (ZNE) [54]. Concrete exam-
ples of ZNE are FIIM [11], RIIM [11], List Identity
Insertion Method (LIIM) [54], or Set Identity Insertion
Method (SIIM) [54]. Other methods, e.g., NACL [47], reduce
gate error rates based on ML-based circuit learning.

Table I. Real-world occurrences of the introduced patterns

Error Handling Pattern Real-world Occurrences
Error Correction Laflamme’s 5-qubit code, Shor’s 9-qubit

code, BS codes, Surface codes, CSS codes
Readout Error Mitigation TPNM, CTMP, M3, DDOT, SIM, AIM,

BFA
Gate Error Mitigation FIIM, RIIM, LIIM, SIIM, NACL

Software-based handling of quantum errors is of utmost
importance due to the high error rates of quantum devices
in the NISQ era. However, it is expected that error rates will
continue to decrease with every new generation of quantum
devices, which raises the question of whether error handling
will stay of importance in the long term. Due to the fragility
of quantum states, it seems unlikely that the occurrence of
quantum errors can be avoided entirely. Hence, quantum error
handling will remain important and it is rather a question about
which new kinds of error handling techniques will appear in
the future. Error correction is expected to be the most promis-
ing long-term solution as it provides the possibility of fault-
tolerant quantum computing once the hardware capabilities are
sufficient. However, solely focusing on error correction would
disregard the state of the current and near-term generation
of quantum devices, as their limited capabilities make the

application of error correction infeasible and require applying
error mitigation techniques.

Furthermore, it is likely that hardware providers will in-
tegrate automatic error handling systems in the future. For
instance, IBM already integrates the M3 REM method into
Qiskit Runtime [55], an environment for running hybrid
quantum algorithms close to the quantum device. However,
solely relying on such systems limits developers to the options
offered by hardware providers, as it is impossible to modify
or extend provider APIs, e.g., by optimizing a method’s im-
plementation or integrating a newly published error handling
method. Therefore, the introduced catalog of quantum error
handling patterns, which can also be extended with new
patterns documenting other kinds of error handling techniques,
is also helpful as a structured guide that facilitates the general
understanding of the topic.

V. RELATED WORK

The patterns for quantum error handling introduced in this
work extend the existing quantum computing pattern lan-
guage [13][14][15][16]. Besides these patterns, there are other
works that summarize reoccurring concepts in the quantum
computing domain [56][57][58]. However, they are not fol-
lowing the pattern concept first introduced by Alexander et
al. [12] in the architecture domain. The pattern concept is not
restricted to architecture though, it is also widely spread in in-
formation technology. Examples are the enterprise integration
patterns [59] or the cloud computing patterns [18]. To the best
of our knowledge, there have been no other patterns published
in the domain of quantum computing.

To facilitate the application of abstract solutions, Falken-
thal and Leymann [21] introduced the concept of solution
languages. Solution languages provide concrete solutions for
specific patterns, e.g., a usable circuit or an implementation of
a pattern for a specific language [60]. The concrete solution ar-
tifacts are linked to their corresponding patterns and connected
to other solutions according to the relations of the pattern
language [61]. Thus, concrete circuits and implementations of
different methods solving one of the error handling patterns
can be provided in a corresponding solution language.

With the continuous increase of transistors and clock speeds
in classical computing, reliability has emerged as a critical
concern [62]. Hence, novel error correction codes for classical
hardware keep getting proposed [63]. It has been shown that
concepts from classical error correction can be employed for
quantum hardware [64], therefore, the emergence of new clas-
sical methods may prove useful to quantum error correction.

In the domain of quantum error handling, there have been
multiple works surveying existing methods and explaining
the basic concepts of error correction and error mitiga-
tion [4][7][37]. However, none of them is guiding users in
applying error handling solutions to a given problem at hand.
For example, Devitt et al. [7] briefly describe the fundamentals
of error correction and then present a variety of methods
in detail. Since these detailed method descriptions require a
quantum computing background, they are not easy and fast
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to understand for people that are non-experts and mainly
want to get an overview of how they can deal with quantum
errors. On the contrary, our work provides easy access to well-
structured compact knowledge artifacts, which facilitates a fast
understanding of the topic.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Although quantum computing advanced rapidly in the last few
years, the current generation of quantum devices is still highly
error-prone. To achieve meaningful results, quantum software
engineers need to understand the limitations and how to
minimize the impact of the occurring errors. In this work, we
extend the quantum computing patterns, by introducing three
new patterns for quantum error handling that shall support
quantum software engineers in building and running quantum
algorithms successfully on error-prone quantum devices. As
quantum computing is an interdisciplinary domain, we first
introduce the fundamental terms to establish a common set of
vocabulary, explaining the required basic concepts. Then, we
present the quantum error handling patterns, explaining and
showcasing proven solutions strategies for the prevention and
mitigation of different types of quantum errors.

For future work, we plan to incorporate the quantum error
handling patterns into PlanQK [65], a platform for sharing
knowledge about quantum computing. PlanQK uses the pattern
repository Pattern Atlas [66] for the presentation of pat-
terns and contains all currently published quantum computing
patterns [67]. By including all quantum computing patterns
in such an online platform, a constant re-evaluation and a
continuous evolution of the pattern language can be achieved.
This also includes an evaluation of the usability of the error
handling patterns based on the feedback provided by the
community. The evaluation results can then be used to refine
the patterns and further improve them. Ensuring a constant re-
evaluation is of great importance for the quantum computing
pattern language, as the domain is still rapidly evolving, and
we expect the emergence of more best practices that we
plan to abstract into new patterns that further extend the
quantum computing pattern language. Additionally, we plan to
implement a quantum computing solution language that will
facilitate the application of the patterns presented in this work.
The solution language is also planned to be integrated into
PlanQK, enabling users to add code snippets and link them to
the corresponding pattern.
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Abstract—Deep learning methods have excellent accu-
racy achievements in image classification but largely re-
mains a black box method. Image classification is the core
of many machine vision tasks, including object detection.
Better understanding of how the classification decision is
made will improve the understanding of such tasks as
object detection. In this work, we train a deep learning
network to classify between two classes. We compute the
so-called SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) values for
the feature layers using input images against a population
of other training images for the classification layer. The
SHAP value is a special case of the Shapley value which
explains the factors in a machine learning decision by
measuring the output change due to change in each
factor. The SHAP value is the Shapley value satisfying
local accuracy, missingness, and consistency properties.
Experimental results show the different responses from the
lowest to the highest feature extraction layers.

Index Terms—Deep Learning, Explainable Artificial In-
telligence, Shapley Values, Image Classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image classification was the task that sparked the
research interest in deep learning for the past ten years.
In image classification, an image is classified to one
of several classes. Instead of using custom crafted fea-
ture vectors, a deep learning approach uses different,
increasingly complex convolutional networks to extract
images features as input to a classification layer. Image
classification forms the core of more complex artificial
intelligence systems such as object detection. As such,
a better understanding of the image classification task
might lead to better understanding of such tasks as object
detection. Within three years of the publication of the
AlexNet [1], deep learning systems were already shown
to perform better than humans in image classification.
Despite such advances, deep learning systems remain
black boxes and little is known as to how they make
decisions.

A number of recent works have been reported in
developing methods that address how to explain complex
machine learning systems. A recent survey [2] high-
lighted domain-dependent and context-specific methods
for dealing with the interpretation of artificial intelli-

gence systems, including the boundaries and gaps of
recent advances. One approach is to remove a feature and
then assessing the output change. The complications in
computing are due to the large number of permutations
involved in the remaining features that must be averaged
to determine the Shapley values. In [3] the Shapley
values were optimized to include the local accuracy,
missingness, and consistency properties to form the so-
called SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) values.
A different approach [4] is the synthesis of Local In-
terpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME). Other
methods that focus on the image space [5] often lead to
solutions that overlap with image saliency research [6].

In our work, we are interested in determining the
contributions of the features in the large hidden layers.
We compute the SHAP values to understand the contri-
butions of individual features not at the image level but
at the hidden, feature levels. One reason for doing so is
to validate that all features in a deep learning network
make contributions to decisions.

In Section II, we describe the use of Shapley values
to explain the contributions of individual features in
a deep learning network. In Section III, we describe
our experiments and the results. Finally, we draw our
conclusion in Section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

We assess the contributions of feature values in a deep
learning network that has been trained to perform image
classification. We describe our approach in assessing the
contributions of the feature extraction stage of a deep
learning network in Section II-A. We compute the SHAP
values, which is a special case of the Shapley values.
In Section II-B we present an overview of the Shapley
values that we use for calculating the contributions.

A. Deep Learning Features

A convolutional neural network broadly speaking has
an input layer, convolutional layers, max or average
pooling layers, fully connected layers, and an output
layer. The convolutional and max pooling layers are
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typically in the feature extraction stage while the fully
connected layers and an output layer are in the classifica-
tion stage. A convolutional layer takes as input a block
of feature values F l(i, j,k) where l is the layer index,
i = 0, · · · ,Ml −1, j = 0, · · · ,Nl −1, and k = 0, · · · ,Kl −1,
so that the block of feature values is of size Ml ×Nl ×Kl ;
typically Ml =Nl . The input feature block is transformed
by a bank of convolutional kernels and associated non-
linearity to produce an output block F l+1(i, j,k) of size
Ml+1 ×Nl+1 ×Kl+1 where Ml+1,Nl+1 are controlled by
the strides of the convolution step and Kl+1 is controlled
by the number of convolutional kernels used.

In machine learning, we use a training data set to
determine the convolutional kernel coefficient values in
a deep learning network. After training, when we apply
an image as input, the feature values are calculated at
all levels and an output decision is made. A question
is: what is the contribution of a particular feature value
in the decision? Our approach to answering this is to
compute the SHAP value for the feature values F l(i, j,k)
i = 0, · · · ,Ml −1, j = 0, · · · ,Nl −1, k = 0, · · · ,Kl −1, and
l for the layers in the feature extraction stage.

B. Shapley and SHAP Values

Consider a simple example where there are four inputs
x0, x1, x2, and x3 to a system f that provides an output
y = f (x0,x1,x2,x3). Suppose we would like to assess the
contribution of x0. An intuitive way to do so is to turn
off x0 and consider the change—either an increase or
a decrease—to the output value. Let y0 = f (0,x1,x2,x3)
and δ0 = y− y0. We can repeat this process to find δi
for i = 1,2,3. The value δi would be an indicator of the
contribution of xi to the output y. When a training set
is available, we feed the entire data set and average the
output, so that δ0 = y0−y, where y0 and y are the outputs
with x0 turned off and on, respectively, averaged over the
data set. This intuitive example, however, does not con-
sider the other cases, such as when other combinations
of features are turned off.

A more comprehensive approach as illustrated by our
example is as follows. Let the set of all features be F ;
in our example F = {x0,x1,x2,x3}. If we exclude an
input, say x0, from F , to study the contribution of x0 to
the output, then we need to consider all combinations
of the remaining features in F\{x0}. The set of all
such combinations is the power set of F\{x0}, 2F\{x0} =
{φ,{x1},{x2},{x3},{x1,x2},{x1,x3},{x2,x3},{x1,x2,x3}}.
Let S ∈ 2F\{x0} so that S is a subset of features excluding
x0. Let fS be the output f trained using the subset of
features S. The difference fS∪{x0}− fS is a measure of
how much the output changes with the inclusion of
x0 relative to S, a subset of the features. We can then
compute a weighted sum of the change in output over
all possible subsets of F\{x0}. The weights are set such

that they sum to 1 and that all weights associated with
subsets with the same cardinality are equal. Let C(n,k)
denote the number of combinations in choosing k from
n items. There are C(|F |, |S ∪ {x0}|) = C(|F |, |S|+ 1)
combinations of choosing subsets S∪{x0} from F . Each
such combination has |S|+ 1 terms so that the total
number of terms in the sum is (|S|+ 1)C(|F |, |S|+ 1).
The change in output is then weighted by the reciprocal
of the number of terms

1
(|S|+1)C(|F |, |S|+1)

.

The weight expands to

(|S|+1)!(|F |− |S|−1)!
(|S|+1)|F |!

=
|S|!(|F |− |S|−1)!

|F |!
,

so that the weighted average is given by

∑
S⊂F\{x0}

|S|!(|F |− |S|−1)!
|F |!

( fS∪{x0}− fS).

We note that to calculate the Shapley value for one of
the |F | features, we need to build 2|F | different models.

The SHAP value is a special case of the Shapley value
satisfying local accuracy, missingness, and consistency
properties. It uses a number of so-called “Explainers”
to possibly approximate the values for determining the
contributions by feature values.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We ran experiments to validate our methodology of
determining the contributions of feature layers in a two-
class deep learning image classifier. We describe our
data set in Section III-A. We picked a standard image
classifier, viz. the VGG 19 network, as described in
Section III-B. We describe how we compute the SHAP
values in Section III-C and show the results in Section
III-D.

A. Data Set

We used the data set from the Kaggle cat-vs-dog
competition [7]. The goal is to distinguish between a cat
vs. a dog in the given input image. The images were of
different aspect ratios, different sizes, and most images
include background. Examples are shown in Figure 1.
We used a balanced training set of 2,000 cats and
2,000 dogs to train the classifier layer. We used data
augmentation that includes rotation and scaling.

B. The Classifier

We trained a VGG 19-based network [8] with the
top classification layer replaced by a two-class classifier
(Table I). Though the VGG network architecture is
well-known, we include the summary here to refer to
the layer levels in Section III. The classification layer
takes the 512×7×7 tensor of the features and feeds
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them to a layer of 64 hidden units and then to two
output units, corresponding to the two classes. We used
the ReLU nonlinearity in all neurons, except for the
output units. We used transfer learning so that the lower,
feature extraction layers with 20,024,384 weights were
trained with the ImageNet data set. The top classification
layers with 1,605,826 weights were trained with the
application-specific data set of cats and dogs. We used
dropout in training. The training accuracy was around
95% while the state-of-the-art was above 98%. Our goal
here was not in achieving the ultimate in accuracy but
to obtain a “good enough” architecture for analysis of
the contributions of each of the feature layers.

TABLE I: SUMMARY OF THE VGG 19 NETWORK FOR
CLASSIFICATION.

Layer Type Output
Number Shape

1 InputLayer [(None, 224, 224, 3)]
2 Conv2D (None, 224, 224, 64)
3 Conv2D (None, 224, 224, 64)
4 MaxPooling2D (None, 112, 112, 64)
5 Conv2D (None, 112, 112, 128)
6 Conv2D (None, 112, 112, 128)
7 MaxPooling2D (None, 56, 56, 128)
8 Conv2D (None, 56, 56, 256)
9 Conv2D (None, 56, 56, 256)
10 Conv2D (None, 56, 56, 256)
11 Conv2D (None, 56, 56, 256)
12 MaxPooling2D (None, 28, 28, 256)
13 Conv2D (None, 28, 28, 512)
14 Conv2D (None, 28, 28, 512)
15 Conv2D (None, 28, 28, 512)
16 Conv2D (None, 28, 28, 512)
17 MaxPooling2D (None, 14, 14, 512)
18 Conv2D (None, 14, 14, 512)
19 Conv2D (None, 14, 14, 512)
20 Conv2D (None, 14, 14, 512)
21 Conv2D (None, 14, 14, 512)
22 MaxPooling2D (None, 7, 7, 512)
23 Flatten (None, 25088)
24 Dense (None, 64)
25 Dropout (None, 64)
26 Dense (None, 2)

C. SHAP Calculation

We used the publicly available SHAP package [9] in
the Python environment. The SHAP package needs a
sub-population to average over. We randomly selected
25 cat images and 25 dog images from the training set.
We iteratively computed the SHAP values of the feature
layer tensors from Layer 1 to Layer 22, which made
up the feature extraction layers of the trained network.
Each feature layer was a tensor with different spatial
resolutions and depths that depended on the block. We
visualized the SHAP values by scaling both the values
and the spatial resolution to the input image. It was not
practical to display the many different individual feature
maps in a tensor; we summed the values across channels
in a tensor to form a composite feature map.

D. Results

We used four input images for classification as shown
in Figure 1. All four images were correctly classified
by the deep learning classifier. Each image was fed as

Fig. 1: Input pictures for classification “cat3238” (top left);
“cat3333” (top right); “dog3333” (lower left); “dog3399”
(lower right).

input to the SHAP values calculation individually; i.e.,
they were not processed as a batch. Hence when, e.g.,
“cat3238” was used as the input, the other 3 images were
not processed by the network. We loaded the network
from its trained state for every round of SHAP values
calculation.

We show the Shapley values for the feature map
tensors at each layer when the input was “cat3333”. In
the following, the negative values are mapped to blue
while the positive values are mapped to red. We overlay
the SHAP values on a grayscale version of the input
image.

In Figure 2, we show the feature maps when the spatial
resolution were 224×224. In layers 2 and 3 we can see
outlines of dogs in parts of the image that had very little
color variation. Next we show the feature maps when
the spatial resolution were 112×112 in Figure 3. The
outlines of dogs can be seen in layers 4 and 5 as well.

(a) Layer 1 (b) Layer 2 (c) Layer 3

Fig. 2: SHAP values for layers 1, 2, and 3 when the input was
“cat3333”.

The feature maps when the spatial resolution were
56×56 in Figure 4. At this resolution, the high values
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(a) Layer 4 (b) Layer 5 (c) Layer 6

Fig. 3: SHAP values for layers 4, 5, and 6 when the input was
“cat3333”.

were better localized to the cat in the input image, even
though there were still responses to the area (left of
the cat in the image) with low color variations. The
feature maps when the spatial resolution were 28×28
and 14×14 in figures 5 and 6, respectively. We show the
feature map at the top of the feature extraction layers
when the spatial resolution was 7×7, in Figure 7. We
can see that at the lower spatial resolution, the “shape”
information is less evident and the focus was more on
the face of the cat in the input image.

(a) Layer 7 (b) Layer 8 (c) Layer 9

(d) Layer 10 (e) Layer 11

Fig. 4: SHAP values for layers 7 to 11 when the input was
“cat3333”.

We repeated the calculations for the other 3 input
images but do not show the full sets of results here
in the interest of brevity. We wanted to explore the
phenomenon of having “imagined” faces in the lower
layers. In figures 8, 9, and 10, we show the responses at
layers 2, 3, 5, and 6 for the other three input images. In
all figures, we saw some outlines of other faces, some
stronger (Figure 8) and some less (Figure 10).

Given that we used transfer learning, we next com-
pared the input images to images that were in the
ImageNet data set that was used to train the feature
extraction layers. We replaced the 50 cat and dog images
by 50 images randomly selected from the ImageNet
database in the SHAP value computations. In Figure 11,

(a) Layer 12 (b) Layer 13 (c) Layer 14

(d) Layer 15 (e) Layer 16

Fig. 5: SHAP values for layers 12 to 16 when the input was
“cat3333”.

(a) Layer 17 (b) Layer 18 (c) Layer 19

(d) Layer 20 (e) Layer 21

Fig. 6: SHAP values for layers 17 to 21 when the input was
“cat3333”.

Fig. 7: SHAP values for Layer 22 when the input was
“cat3333”.

we show the SHAP values at layers 2, 3, 5, and 6. While
we saw some responses again in the background area
with little color variation, we did not see the same face
outline that we saw in Figure 2. or 3. In Figure 12,
we show the SHAP values at the layers right before the
spatial resolution was reduced in half.

We can see that by comparing the input image to the
ImageNet images in computing the SHAP values, the
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(a) Layer 2 (b) Layer 3 (c) Layer 5

(d) Layer 6

Fig. 8: SHAP values for layers layers 2, 3, 5, and 6 when the
input was “cat3238”.

(a) Layer 2 (b) Layer 3 (c) Layer 5

(d) Layer 6

Fig. 9: SHAP values for layers layers 2, 3, 5, and 6 when the
input was “dog3333”.

(a) Layer 2 (b) Layer 3 (c) Layer 5

(d) Layer 6

Fig. 10: SHAP values for layers 2, 3, 5, and 6 when the input
was “dog3399”.

high values correspond more to the outline of the input
image. The evidence is that the outline artifacts seen,
e.g., in Figure 2 or 3 were influenced by the classification
layers.

(a) Layer 2 (b) Layer 3 (c) Layer 5

(d) Layer 6

Fig. 11: SHAP values calculated using ImageNet images for
comparison for layers 2, 3, 5, and 6 when the input was
“cat3333”.

(a) Layer 11 (b) Layer 16 (c) Layer 21

(d) Layer 22

Fig. 12: SHAP values calculated using ImageNet images for
comparison for layers 11, 16, 21 , and 22 when the input was
“cat3333”.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We computed the SHAP values of the layered feature
tensors in a deep learning network trained to distinguish
between two classes. The SHAP values are a special
case of the Shapley value that explains the factors in
a machine learning decision by measuring the output
change due to change in each factor. The SHAP value is
the Shapley value satisfying local accuracy, missingness,
and consistency properties. Our results showed that the
lower layers exhibited shapes that fit other faces, some of
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them not even from the same class. It appeared that the
network worked on assembling the outlines of a shape
much earlier in the layered architecture than expected,
as early as Layer 2 which was immediately connected
to the input layer.

There are a number of interesting directions of future
work. In the present work, we examined cases in which
the network made the correct classification decision.
Given that the network accuracy is 95%, there are cases
when the network misclassifies. Ongoing work using the
same network architecture and the same data set includes
running similar analyses for misclassified samples. We
would also like to calculate the SHAP values for the top
classification layer. When the network makes a decision,
we would like to investigate creating a tree of high SHAP
values to attempt to explain the decision. Along other
directions, we would like to generalize our findings to
different data sets and network architectures.
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